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Oanada's Post-War
Defence Policy. 1942-1950

J

1. This Report covers the hiatus between
the conclusion of the Second World War and the
outbreak of fighting in Korea. Outwardly the great
shrinking in Canada's armed forces suggested a
reversion to the ante beliumpolicy of mobilizing
the reserve components before endeavouring to cope
with any but sudden and completely unexpeoted
emergencies. That North Amerioa could no longer
live in It sp l endid isolation lt and that time was now
on the side of any potential enemy aggressor were,
however, facts only imperfectly realized by even
well-informed oitizens. Rivalry among the great
powers had already put a damper on the high hopes
engendered by the original oonoept of a United
Nations organization for world peace. The shadow
oast over the free world by the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics and its satellites suggested that
an answer lay with regional defence agreements in
which members of the British Oommonwealth would be
joined by the United States of Amerioa. Both the
continuanoe of Canadian-Amerioan oo-operation in
'defenoe matters and the establishment of the North
Atlantio Treaty Organization oame under this heading.
Since these were years of germination in which no
single aspeot of defence polioy reaohed fruition,
however, the present Report oan be only a topioal
treatment whioh emphasizes beginnings and reaches no
conclusions.

2. Problems of security and inacoessibility
of dooumentary material, particularly as regards the
files of the Chiefs of Staff Committee, have made it
impossible to provide a better aocount at this time.
On the other hand, A Histor of the Defenoe Researoh
Board of Canada by Oaptain D.. odspee ttawa,
1958) provides an adequate treatment of one phase
of Canada's post-war defenoe story.

J

"
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PART I - THE OLD ORDER ChANGETH

(i) Earlier Polioy

3. During its long sojourn in Canada the
British Army maintained plans for defence against the
only conoeivable enemy -- the United states of Amerioa •
But the withdrawal of British troops in 1871 (except
for the garrison at Halifax)~ virtually coincided
with the negotiation of the Treaty of 'i,ashington,
which settled eXisting Anglo-American disputes and
ushered in an era of better relations. Canadian
interest in its Militia soon declined and successive
governments of the younf Dominion did not even bother
to' have defence schemes drafted. "You must not take
the Mill tia seriously," Sir ;.i11frid Laurier told the
last British officer to hold the appointment of
General Officer Commandinp:, lifor though it is useful
in su)pressing internal disturbances, it will not be
required for the defence of the country, as the
l~onroe Doctrine protec ts us against enemy aerression",l
Nevertheless, a report prepared by four 3ritish
officers in 1898, at the instance of the '.'far Offioe,
was unoffioially accepted as the country's defence
plan until after the First fiorld '.ar.2

4. During the "roaring t"enties" and
"hungry thirties" the General Staff Branch at National
Defence Headquarters in Otta;.a devoted considerable
attention to the preparation of defence schemes aimed
at two eventualities: direct defence of Canadian soil
against an aggressor and indirect defence, which might
necessitate the despatch of an expeditionary foroe
to act in conjunction with forces of other members
of the British Commonwealth and/or Allied Nations.
Work on Defence Scheme No. 1 was never reduced to
final form and in 19,1 the Chief of the General Staff
was led to observe that "the direct defence of Canada
against invasion by the United States is a problem
which in the last' ten years has become increasingly
susceptible to political solution but quite incapable
of being satisfactorily answered by Empire military
action".' Defence Scheme No. 2 envisaged the Japanese
as aggressors, but was never developed in detail and
during the 19,Os became a tri-service outline plan for
the preservation of Canadian neutrality in the event
of a war between the United States and Japan. Only
Defence Scheme No. , was a continuing project. It
envisaged the outbreak of a major war, with limited
immediate threat to Canadian territory but under
oircumstances probably necessitating intervention
overseas. By 19,7, however, the direct defence of
Canada was looming large in governmental thi~<ing, so
increasing attention was directed to local defence and
internal security. The expeditionary force element in
this Scheme was redesie:nated the "I:obile Force" and
given the following functions:

I

AEsquimalt did not receive even rudimentary
fortifications, guns and small garrison until 1873.
It was a Russian, rather than American, scare that
prompted this step.
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The primary object governing the mobilizing
of the Mobile Force is to employ it, in
whole or in part, against enemy landings on
Canadian territory, should a situation
develop Whereby there will be danger that
such landings cannot be rapidly dealt with
by forces locally and immediately available.
The Scheme will also serve as a means of
providing a field force for employment,
with other Empire forces, overseas, should
this be the decision of the Canadian
Government in the light of conditions then
eXisting. 4

5. During 1931 work had been started on a
Defence Scheme No.4, WhlCh envisaged the possible
despatch of a small Canadian Contingent to meet a
minor "Empire crisis", such as a native rising in
South Africa or unrest in India. The planners con
sidered that sentimental rather than logical reasons
would create a public demand for Canadian participa
tion, as had been the case in 1899, but believed that
there would likely be sufficient volunteers to permit
the despatch of either a cavalry or an infantry
brigade group. This Scheme was, however, never
completed.5

6. Theoretically Canada had a double
naval responsibility during these years: to provide
for the defence of both coasts and to co-operate with
naval forces of other members of the British common
wealth. But due to financial stringency only an
attempt could be made to cope with the first.6 The
Royal Canadian Air Force was not properly organized
for a military role and, until 1938, its Senior Air
Officer reported to the Minister of National Defence
through the Chief of the General Staff.7

7. During May 1937 the Minister of
National Defence told a meeting of the Imperial
Conference assembled in London that Canada had
established defence priorities:

In general, may I make it very
definite ••• that we attach the first
importance to Air development and to
attaining our objective of 11 permanent and
12 non-permanent squadrons.

Next in order we place the increasing
of our modest Naval force from four to six
destroyers - with four out of the six
stationed on the Pacific. And lastly, we
plan to have two out of our six divisions
completely equipped, thoroughly modernized
and mechanized, and ready for service
immediately in any p~t of Canada.
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In all our plans and preparations we
are paying particular attention to the
Pacific coast, .•• 8

He then stated that the following conclusions had
been reached by the Canadian Government:

1. Canadian public opinion supports the
present defence policy of the
Government of Canada.

2. Canadian public opinion will not, under
present conditions, support any larger
appropriations than those voted this
year by Parliament.

~. Canadian public opinion is definitely
opposed to extraneous commitments but
is prepared to support a National
defence policy for the protection of
our coasts and the focal areas of our
trade routes ••••

8. Although it had been customary for
Canada's armed forces to model their organization
and equipment on those of the United Kingdom, there
had never been any specific agreement to this effect:
whatever understanding existed was purely tacit and
was a voluntary continuation of a practice which
the First world ~ar had demonstrated to be both
practicable and necessary. The Imperial Conference
of 19~1 "no ted with satisfaction" that co-operation
in time of danger would be facilitated by the
similarity of the. several naval, military and air
forces. There also was general agreement that the
oontinued interchange of officers and information
of a service nature would further faoilitate matters.
Acoording to the official Summary of Proceedings,
however:

At the same time the Conference recognized
that it is the sale responsibility of the
several rarliaments of the British
Commonwealth to decide the nature and
scope of their own defenoe policy.9

The Chief of the Imperial General Staff had been
exchanging information with the Chiefs of the General
Staffs of the several Dominions sinoe 1909, and had
inaugurated an exchange of periodic liaison letters
in 1920, but the information informally supplied
from ottawa in return soon became restricted in
consequence of the Canadian Government's sensitivity
and reiterated policy of "no cc:mnitments" in advance
of the outbreak of a major war.10
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9. Because of the beliefs that North
America was immune from attack by all but hit-and-run
raiders from the sea and that there would be adequate
time to prepare for war after hostilities had commenced,
there was no attempt at mutual defence planning by
Canada and the United States. Despite the assurance
given by President Roosevelt at Kingston, Ontario on
18 August, 1938 that "the United States will not stand
idly by if domination of Canadian soil is threatened by
any other Empire", and Prime Minister King's subsequent
protestation that Canada too had obligations as a good
friendly neighbour ,11 neither country had service
attach~s stationed in the other and liaison was limited
to a few purely private conversations by individual
officers.

10. Despite the magnitude of her Second
iyorld war effort, Canada failed to maks her voice heard
in its higher direction. During the early months of
"phoney war" -:'anada's policy was a planned and limited
co-operation with the United Kingdom. Subsequently,
when the British Empire-Commonwealth stood virtually
alone, the Canadian Prime Minister declined to
participate in an Imperial War Cabinet. This encouragro
the British Government to make and carry out decisions
for all. 12

11. Canadian-American relations did become
closer during 1940, resulting in the estaJlishment of
a Permanent Joint Board on Defence which drafted a
Joint Canadian-United States Basic Defence Plan No.1
to cover the situation which would arise should the
United Kingdom be defeated. As a consequence of the
United States-British Staff Conversations Reryort
(ABC-l), dated 27 March 1941 and setting forth the
manner in which the two great powers would collaborate
in the event that the United States became a
belligerent, the service members of the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence drafted a supplementary Joint
Canadian-United States Basic Defence Plan No. 2 (Short
Title ABC-22). Intended to amplify and, where
necessary, modify the United Staees-British Common
wealth Basic liar Plan No.1, this ABC-22 Plan set
forth the following tasks to be undertaken jointly by
the United States and Canada:

(a) the protection of overseas shipping
within the northern portions of the
Western Atlantic and Pacific Areas;

(b) the protection of sea communications
within the coastal zones;

(c) the defence of Alaska, Canada, New
foundland (whict includes Labrador),
and the northern portion of the
United States.13
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12. ~oth the Canadian Chiefs of Staff and the
Cabinet ~ar Committee were willing to accept strategic
direction of joint forces from the United States,
"subject to consultation with" Canada, in the event
of the United Kingdom being defeated. Throughout the
spring and early summer of 1941 they contended, however ,.
that under ABC-22 specific operational tasks could be
assigned to the armed forces of both countries and that
co-ordination of responsibility could be attained by the
"same mutual co-operation which has been so evident
between United Kingdom and Canadian Forces now operating
in the Atlantic Area".14 Seeming deadlock was eventuaJly
broken by the following compromise:

Coordination of the military effort of
the United States and Canada shall be effected
by mutual cooperation, and by assigning to the
forces of each nation tasks for whose executbn
such forces shall be primarily responsible.
These tasks may be assigned in Joint Canadian
United States Basic Defence Plans, or by
agreement between the Chiefs of Staff conc~
the United States Chief of Naval Operations
being considered as such. 15

In effecting such co-operation the forces of each na~on

would support those of the other to "their utmost
capacity". Each nation would retain the strategic
direction and command of its own forces, except when
there was agreement that local circumstances made
advisable the establishment of a unified command. Such
agreement would, however, be subject to confirmation by
the Chiefs of Staff. And such a commander should have
no control over the administration and discipline of
the unified force. Furthermore, he could not move the
naval forces of the other nation from the North Atlantic
or North Pacific Oceans, nor the land and air forces
from the adjacent land areas, without authorization by
the Chief of Staff concerned.16

13. Following the entry of the United States
into the Second \vorld War the provisions of ABC-22 were
placed in effect against Japan on ? December and Ger~
and Italy on 19 December 1941. .Ihen the Canadian and
American Chiefs of Staff met in Washington at the end
of December, however, the latter conceded that there
was no need for unified co~mand in Newfoundland or on
the Pacific coast.l? And the war remained sufficiently
distant from No~ America to make unnecessary any
change in viewpoint. The so-called "North American
Area" was not included in one of the operational
theatres and any necessary action was taken only as a
result of direct negotiation between the Canadian and
American Chiefs of Staff. Naturally enough, the
Canadian comuonent of the Kiska expedition was placed
under American command, subject to the qualifications
regarding administration and discipline mentioned above.
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14. But neither before nor after Pearl Harbor
was Canada afforded the opportunity to participate as
a full partner with the United Kingdom and the United
States in the higher direction of military affairs.
Although a Canadian Joint Staff was created in Washinggn
during the spring and summer of 1942. under the
chairmanship of Major-General M.A. Pope who had been
appointed Canadian representative to the Combined
Chiefs of Staff. and a Canadian Joint Staff Mission
blossomed forth in London in ~~y 1944, these functioned
best along channels established by individual members.
The fact that Canada preferred to approach London rather
than Hashington. in the belief that a more sympathetic
hearing would be given in the former, must have
strengthened Prime ~~nister Churchill's belief that
there was Canadian acquiescence in his presenting the
British Commonwealth view to President Roosevelt.
Actually. of course. the Canadian Government was vainly
trying to insist that Canada should be treated as an
independent power with national rights in no way
dependent upon her membership in the British Common
wealth; moreover. she was quite unwilling to recognize
or utilize Commonwealth procedures or machinery, which
might have temporary practical advantages but would
compromise the country's status.18

(ii) Basis for a NeW Approach

1,. hnat was to become the Canadian approach
to military policy after the Second world War seems to
have been set forth originally in a report of the
Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems dated
16 June 1944 (see paras 17-19). At its meeting on
19 July the Cabinet War Committee gave general approval
to this Report. the following para~raphs of which were
most relevant:

There are three important lines of approach
to the consideration of Canadian military
policy after the war. each of which is
closely related to the other two. These are:

(a) Canadian participation in the
static defence of the North
American continent;

(b) the Canadian relationship to the
defence of the oritish Co~~onwealth

and especially of Great 3ri tain; an

(0/ the military obligations which may
be assumed by Canada as a member
of the new world security
organization.

,

I



As early as 4 December 1942, however,
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs had advi~
several Dominion Governments by telegram that a
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2. Canadian defence arran~ements with the
United states relate especially to the first
of. these three aspects. If the plans are
fulfilled to develop the present alliance
against Germany and Japan into a permanent
security organization, in which the united
States is an active partner, the third aspect
will in part merf,e with the first, because
the employment of facilities on Canadian
territory, especially air and naval installa
tions, will be essential in order to ensure
the rapid deployment of forces from North
America against an a~gressor in Europe or
Northeastern Asia. Hence facilities in
Canada will be required both for static
defence and to meet aFgression or the threat
of aggression outside North America.

3. The connection between the defence of the
British Commonwealth' and Canadian defence
arrangements with the United states is pe~
not so close. The common standards of
training and equipment maintained by United
Kingdom and Canada forces, however, ensure
that for a period of years at least Canadian
military policy will be greatly influenced
by developments in the United Kingdom, quite
apart from the political considerations
arising from membership in the vritish
Commonwealth.

4. Long range planning must be based on an
appreciation of the dangers of attack in the
case of static defence and of the probable
enemies in the case of a general war. It
cannot be projected far into the future and
it is suggested that a period of ten years
from the defeat of Japan might be accepted as
the basis for Canadian planning. Provided
that complete victory is won and that it is
followed by thorough disarmament of Germany
and Japan, it may safely be assumed that
there is no danger of attack on North America
during the ten years after the war. Even if
tension were to become acute between the
U.S.S.R. and the U.S., the problems of
recovery and development in the U.S.S.R. are
so great that the possibility of warfare
between these two Great Powers during the
next decade is extremely remote.19

Post-Hostilities Planning Committees
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Military Sub-Committee of the Chiefs of Staff Committee
had been established to study post-war problems.20
Subsequently the Dominions were invited to send service
representatives to its meetings.21 During the spring
of 1943 Internal Econow~c and External Affairs
Committees also were established, the three reporting
to a Ministerial Committee headed by Sir i.illiam Jowitt
(Minister without Portfolio).22 During May 1944 the
~lilitary Sub-Committee was turned into a ~ost-Hostili

ties Planning Staff, subservient to the Chiefs of Staff
Committee and the Planning Directorates of the three
Services.23 Thenceforth planning proceeded on the
assumption that the termination of hostilities would
be followed by a "ten year safe period" during which
the likelihood of a major war (or air attack on the
United Kingdom) would be unlikely. This assumption
was based on the premise that Germany and Italy would
be completely defe~ted and effectively demoralized. A
further assumption was that there would be a "two year
period" of warning before any major ¥ar broke out.24

17. No action seems to have been taken in
Ottawa, however, until the receipt of Prime Minister
Churchill's telegram of 19 June 1943 stating that the
extent to which the Dominions would be consulted over
armistice terms would depend on the extent to which
they were prepared to participate in an army of
occupation. On 22 July 1943 the Chiefs of Staff, Unde~

Secretary of State for External Affairs, Secretary of
the Cabinet War Committee and other senior civil
servants met to discuss what attitude the Canadian
Government might adopt. Their conclusions formed the
basis for Mr. King's generally favourable reply of
30 July to Mr. Churchill.25

18. On 3 August representatives of the three
Services, Privy Council and Department of External
Affairs held their first meeting as a "working
committee" to give continuous attention to post
hostilities problems. In consequence of its first two
re";Jorts, dated 3 November 1943, the Cabinet "i,ar
Committee decided on 24 November to establish a Post
Hostilities Advisory Committee to give direction and
guidance to the ~orking Committee, to refer to it
matters requiring detailed study, and to submit to the
Cabinet ~iar Committee recommendations on post
hostilities problems as they might arise.26 The
Advisory Committee was to include the Under-Secretary
of State for ~xternal Affairs, the Chiefs of Staff, ttB
Secretary of the Cabinet liar Committee and the Deputy
Hinister of Finance. The '/,orking Comilli tt~e, headed by
Mr. H.li. ",rong of the Department of .5xternal Affairs,
comprised the Director of Naval Plans, Director of
Military Operations and Plans, the Director of Air
Plans, a representative from the Privy Council and a
secretary from the Department of £xternal Affairs. A
partial li~t of the subjects to be studied follows:
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Advantages and disadvantages to Canada
of organizing world security on a
regional or on a universal basis.

Post-war defence arrangements with the
United States.

Canadian policy toward defence of
Newfoundland.

Canadian role in North ?acific defenc~7

Although for some months to come the Canadian overn
ment was too busy with current problems to gtve much
direction to this work, it seems likely thav the ex
pressed intention of the "Big Four" powers to establish
a United Nations Organization had been the spur behind
the above action. For the Hoscow Declaration of 30
October 1943 had reassuringly stated that the United
Kingdom, United States, U.S.S.R. and China were agreed
upon the necessity of establishing "at the earliest
practicable date a general international orsanization,
based on the principle of the sovereign equality of
all peace-loving states, and open to membership by all
such states, lar:;;e and small, .for the maintenance of
international peace and security". 28

(i)

•O.
(11 )

(iii)

(iv)

••

19. During 1944 this \yorking Committee in
Ottawa was able to study the draft papers prepared by
the Post-Hostilities Planning Staff in London. 3ut
early in 1945 their disoribution on a government-to
government basis ceased. Dominions representatives
were told, at a meeting of the Post-Hostilities
Planning Staff on 25 January, "that the papers were
staff studies, that they did not represent the views
of the British Chiefs of Staff or the British
Government, that they were purely exploratory in
character, and that it was not intended when finalizQ~~
that they should serve as a basis for executive actiLL.
Actually, althouBh still tacitly implied, the series
of strategic studies then in preparation no longer
made reference to a "ten year safe period"; instead,
appreciations Were related to "the situation that may
be expected to exist in the period 1955-60", when the
U.S.S.R. might be expected to have recovered from war
exhaustion and consideration would have to be given to
the possibility of there being a major war.30 It waS
indicated at the same meeting on 25 January 1945 that
the exchange of papers might be re-established on a
military basis after arrangements had been concluded
with individual Dominions. But Comr'lander !}.F. Todd of
the Canadian Joint Staff Mission in London pointed out
that the Post-Hostilities Advisory ComrJittee in Ottawa
included a representative of the Department of ~xte~
Affairs: in consequence, certain of its studies might
be political as vell as military in natu:,'e.31
Consequently a fully reciprocal arrangement did not
become possible.
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20. Although the Post-Hostilities Planning
Staff's final study entitled "Security of the ritish
Empire in the Period 1955-1960" was drastically
revised in consequence of tha attitudes adopted by
Dominions representatives, these were not able to
obtain copies for transmission home. During July 1945
the Post-Hostilities Planning Staff was dissolved and
its functions assumed by the Joint Plannine Staff.
Furthermore, the introduction of nuclaar warfare made
it imperative to reconsider all existing studies.32

21. In view of Canadian interest in any
studies dealing with imperial defenca, the Chiefs of
Staff Committae in Ottawa decided on 12 October 1945 to "
have the Canadian Joint Staff ~!ission make an informal
approach to the British Chiefs of &taff.33 On 30
October the Canadian Joint &taff Mission replied by
telegram that, for the time being, there was no pot~
enemy against whom the 3ritish need prepare strategic
plans: the Joint Planning Staff was mainly concerned
with current problems and its ad hoc studies would not
interest the Canadian Chiefs or-Starf. ~~reover, it
"would be misleading and possibly dangerous" to pass
to Canada all Joint Planning Staff and Joint intel~
Committee papers prior to their approval by the Chiefs
of Staff.34 However, the British Chiefs of Staff
Committee proposed to pass co,ies of its agenda to the
Canadian Joint Staff htission, which might then apply
to peruse any papers likely to be of interest. It was
hoped that such requests would not often have to be
withheld. Papers released for transmission to Ottawa
must, however, be for the "strictJ.,y personal information
of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff and .•. not be cir
culated to other authorities". In return, the British
Chiefs of Staff had expressed a wish to examine any
Canadian planning papers which might be of common
interest. But it was not to be inferred that papers
would be supplied only on a reciprocal basis, since
they were "anxious to meet the wishes of the Canadian
Chiefs of Staff in every way possible". In return, at
its meeting of 9 November, the Canadian Chiefs of
Staff Committee authorized its secretary to forward to
the Canadian Joint Staff ~~ssion, for transmission to
the British Chiefs of &taff, a copy of the recent
inter-service paper on post-war organization of
research for defence. In future the secretary was to
seek authority from the Committee to forward to London
any papers thou,ht suitable.35

(iv) Post-:.iar Defence Organization

22. On 29 Uarch 1945 the Caoinet I,ar
Committee agreed that the Advisory Committee on Post
Hostilities Problems should be directed to initiate a
preliminary study of the nature and extent of the
permanent forces which Canada should establish and
maintain in the period following the conclusion of
hostilities. It was not until 25 June, ho~ever, that
the Chiefs of Staff had the opportunity to outline
their respective plans to the Minister of National
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Defence (Hon. A.G.L. ~oNaughton), the 1~nister of
National Defenoe for -aval Services (Hon. D.C. Abbott)
and the nister of National Defenoe for hir (Hon.
C. 'iV.G. Gibson) •

23. The Chief of the Naval Staff then
explained that naval plans were in a preliminary stage
and had not yet been disoussed with ~~. Abbott. It
was hoped to organize the Navy as a task force instead
of the present esoort foroe. This would comprise two
aircraft carriers, four oruisers, two flotillas of
modern destroyers and possibly other types of vessels
for quiok manning in the event of war. Active strength
requirements would be 20,000 officers and ratings - ha~

afloat and half eshore. The Reserve would require a
further 20,000.3 b

24. The proposal advanoed by the Chief of the
General Staff was the seventh or Plan "G" prepared by
the Direotorate of Staff Duties and would require the
following manpower:

Aotive Foroe
Reserve Foroe
Training Force

.5.5,788
177,396

48,.500 37
281,684

,

'1.•

i~e Active Foroe would be organized as a self-contained
infantry brigade group for employment as a mobile
striking force and would also provide nuclei for
defence installations, research and development work,
as well as administrative and training staffs. The
bulk of any wartime expeditionary force would be found
from the Reserve Force organization. /But plan "G"
depended on the adoption of universal military training
on a compulsory basis (as was being mooted in the United
States), with youths 18t to 19t years of age being
inducted at four months' intervals for a year's
training which would be followed by an obligatory
period of service in the Reserve Force. Should the
Navy and Air Force agree, those so electing would be
reallocated after the initial phase of military
training had been completed. ~

2.5. The Chief of the Air staff pointed out
that R.C.A.F, requirements were merely an active
nucleus capable of expansion in time of emergency and
the framework for a large training scheme. Even this
would require a Regular Force of 30,000 a 1 ranks.
There would also have to be an A~xiliary Force of
1.5,000 undergoing continuous part-time training and a
Reserve Force of 50,000 who would be mainly ex
servicemen requiring only a minimum amount of training
every year.
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26. The annual drain on the nation's manpower
for these active elements was estimated as being 10,000
and the estimated annual cost at $190,500,000 (plus
$37,000,000 non-recurring for the Army).,rNeither the
Chief of the Naval Staff nor the Chief Of the Air Staff
expressed any interest in the proposal for universal
military training and indicated that their manpower
requirements could be met by volunteers. WIT. Gibson
and Mr. Abbott expressed doubt that such a scheme
would be politically acceptable. The latter also ",v<' '1~~
suggested that the combined cost of the~ plans
seemed high. It was finally agreed, however,~that the
Chiefs of Staff should develop their proposals further
and that, after review by the Chiefs of Staff Committee,
these should then be presented to the Advisory Committee
on Post-Hostilities Problems.

r"
27. On 10 July the Chiefs of Staff Committee
agreed that the Jofnt Planning Sub-Committee's "Appreci
ation of the Strategic Factors Affecting Canada's Post
War Military Requirements" should serve as the introduc
tion to these studies of post-war defence forces.38
This appreciation outlined the objects of planning and
preparation as follows:

(a) The defence of Canadian territory
against attack.

(b) The protection of Canadian trade and
strategic routes.

(c) The support of the -.vorld Security
Organization.

(d) Co-operation with Commonwealth, United
States or other forces with which
Canada may be associated in the event
of another war.

(e) Internal Security.39

Actual mili ary prepar_ations would requ~re:

Y( "Regular" forces, immediately available,
I and sufficient to meet normal peacetime

needs including post-war international
obligations-and training requirements.

),
28. In consequence of the dropping of
atomic bombs on the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
(6 and 8 August respectively), which hastened the
Japanese desire to bring hostilities to an end in the

••
(b) An organization capable of rapid and

full mobilization of Canada's war
potential, inc-luding adequate arrange
ments for the development and producQDn
of military equipment •
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Far East, the question naturally arose in ottawa as to
how this new means of destruction might affect post
war defence planning. Major-General M.~. Pope, now
~lilitary Secretary to the Cabinet, endeavoured to
reassure Department of External Affairs officials
that, if history could be taken as a guide, all sea,
land and air forces would retain their corporate
existence for some years at least and that the "see
saw struggle" between the weapons of offence and
defence would continue.40 He suggested that Canada
should adopt a policy of "-"ait-and-see" and be content
to follow the lead of the United Kingdom and the
United States, who alone possessed the secret of the
atomic bomb. On 21 August General McNaughton was
succeeded as Minister of National Defence by Mr.
Abbott, who continued to hold the portfolio of Minister
of National Defence for Naval Services. But there
continued to be separate departments, with a deputy
minister for each. Mr. Gibson remained Hinister of
National Defence for Air.

29. The Cabinet Defence Committee, which
had replaced the Cabinet War Committee, was determined
to adopt a cautious attitude. On 28 September the
Cabinet accepted its recommendation that, lilltil some
estimate could be made as to the nature and extent of
Canada's international commitments and the effect of
new weapons, it was not possible to assess with any
degree of accuracy Canada's defence requirements and,
consequently, no final decisions could be made as to
the exact size and composition of the forces Canada
should maintain in the post-war period. aut ~tr. Abbott
and Mr. Gibson might make reference during the current
session of Parliament to the fact that the following
strengths were being used for planning purposes:

Navy 
Army -
Air Force -

10,000
20,000 to 2.5,000
1.5,000 to 20,000

••

Under the circumstances, no decision was possible eitl:er
in favour of, or against, a policy of compulsory
military training.41 Personnel for these prospective
post-war forces were to be found initially from
officers and men of the pre-war permanent forces and
such wartime personnel as expressed a Willingness to
engage in naval, army and air interim or occupation
forces rather than be demobilized as soon as their
turn came.

30. As early as 1 September 194.5 the Chief
of the General Staff (Lieutenant-General C. Foulkes)
had directed that planning should get underway to
determine Canadian Army requirements in the event that
the proposal for universal military training be turned
down. 42 It was now decided that the Cabinet's decisicn
of 28 September meant virtual rejection of universal
military training and that this new Plan "R" must
form the basis for subsequent submission to higher
authority. 43'
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31. On 19 December 1945 the Cabinet
considered the establishments submitted for considerattn
by the Navy, Army and Air Force. The Navy proposed a
fleet of two light fleet carriers, two cruisers and 12
fleet destroyers, of which one carrier and four
destroyers would be in reserve. Personnel requirements,
including a proposed naval air arm, would not exceed the
tentatively approved total of 10,000 and would not be
achieved before 1 January 1947. A Reserve of 18,000
would be organized in 24 naval divisions at principal
centres of population across the country to incorporate
and supersede the present R.C.N.R., R.C.N.V.H. and
R.C.N.F.R. The estimated annual coat was ,45,000,000
and there would be initial non-recurring expenses
estimated as being '.30,000,000. The Cabinet approved
this plan, subjeot to the later approval of financial
estimates.44

32. The Army proposal called for an Aotive
Force comprising an infantry brigade group and coast
defence units, headquarters staffs, ad~inistrative and
training personnel and special establishments to total
25,000 all ranks; plus a special force of 1200 officers
and other ranks to maintain the Alaska Highvlay and radio
and wireless installations in the Yukon and North-~est

Territories. A Reserve Force of approximately 180,000
all ranks would be organized so as to provide six divis
ions, four armoured brigades and the necessary corps
and army troops for an army of two corps. An
indeterrninant Supplementary Reserve would comprise
individuals VIDO were willing to retain a connection
with the Canadian Army: these would provide nuclei
for the organization of additional units required to
support a field force in time of war. ~hile retaining
the existing 11 ~~litary Districts for essential
administrative purposes (for the time being), it was
proposed that five Commands (~estern, Prairie, Central,
~uebec and Eastern) be organized for operational and
training purposes, but with only small staffs. Annual
recurring cost for such a programme was estimated at
$70,000,000; initial non-recurring costs would amount
to a further '.74,000,000. This also Vias approved by
the Cabinet, SUbject to the same qualification.

33. The R.C.A.F. prooosed a Regular Force of
20,000, an Auxiliary Force of 10,000 and a Reserve Force
of 25,000. The Regular Force would provide 10
operational squadrons and eight composite flights, with
the necessary headquarters, training and maintenance
units. Initially the Auxiliary Force would consist of
19 squadrons, with nine squadrons more to be added at
a later date. The Reserve would be former active
members of the R.o.A.F. The estimated annual cost
would be ~57,OOO,000. The Cabinet decided, howevar,
that the maximum peace-time strength of the Regular
Force should be only 15,000 and that there should be a
corresponding reduction in the proposed Auxiliary Force.
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34. Planning continued throughout the year
1946 to oreate permanent forces within the approved
oeilings. Recruiting for Canadian Army's Aotive Foroe,
Reserve Force and Supplementary Reserve commenoed in
Ootober. On 12 Deoember Hon. Brooke Claxton became
sole Minister of National Defence and, as a first step
in unifying.the three Services, a single National
Defence Headquarters was organized in Ottawa. The
former Naval Building on Cartier Square was shortly re
arranged (as "A" Building) to house the Minister of
National Defenoe, Deputy Minister, Chiefs of Staff and
Ohairman of the Defence Research Board, end all the
peroonnel directly related to policy making, planning,
intelligence, training and operations. Personnel and
pay lIBtters for the three Servic es were relegated to
what became known as "B" Building, while the separate
staffs handling supply and equipment matters were
grouped in an adjacent "C,, Build,ing. The Deputy
Minister's administrative staff was di.•ided under an
asseoiate deputy minister for finance and supply and
an assooiate deputy mini ster having mainly to do with
personnel and pay questions. The objects of this
unification were stated to be:

(1) The adoption of a unified defence
program to me et agreed strategic needs;

(2) A single defenc e bUdget under which
funds and resources would be allooated
in aocordance with the program:

(3) The elimination of duplloatory and even
oompeting services;

(4) Consistent end equitable persollIlel
policies;

(5) Greater amphasis on defence research and
oloser c"l-ordination with other government
departments and with industry,45

In order to implement this a number of sub-oolImittees
6rew up, reporting respeotively to one o~ other of the
(inter-servioe) Chiefs of Staff Committee, Personnel
Members Committee or Prinoipal Supply Officers Committee.
The Chiefs of Staff Committee, it might be emphasized,
served as adviser to both the Cabinet Defence Committee
and the Minister of National Defenc e. In the Defenoe
Oouncil, the Minister of National Defence oould disouss
with his principal service and civilian advisers any
administrative problems ooncerning his Department as a
whole. Heads of branche s of each Servic e met separately
as the Naval Board, the C.G.S. Weekly Conference or Air
Council to settle problems peCUliar to eaoh. Legislation
oreating a Defence Researoh Bnard within the Department
of National Defenoe beoame law on 28 Maroh 1947. Its
Direotor General (later oalled Chatrman) beoame a member
ef the Chiefs of Starf Committee.
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35. Possibly influenced by fear of an
economic depression, which fortunately did not occur,
the Government soon determined to follow a policy of
greater economy. On 10 January 1947 Mr. Claxton told
the Defence Council that the Cabinet Defence Committee
had ruled that the Department of National Defence's
financial estimates for the coming fiscal year 1947
1948 should not exceed ~200,000,OOO, exclusive of the
Northwest Staging Route, Northwest Highway System,
Aerial Mapping, Researc~ and Demobilization which
should be reduced from ~53,OOO,000 to approximately

1
50,000.000. Mr. Claxton felt that the split should be
50,000,000 for the Navy, $85,000,000 for the Army and
65,000,000 for the Air Force, and that the following

principles should serve as a guide for effecting
reductions:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

economies in establishments;

restrictions of recruiting to 75~ of
authorized strengths;

reduction in the periods of training
for the Reserve Forces;

review of reserves of materials of war;

postponement of all non-ess~ntial

purchase and construction. 4b

•~

36. As regards the Canadian Army, Order in
Council P.C. 1/3144 of 6 August 1947 authorized a
ceiling of 26.329 all ranks for the Active Force but
restricted actual strength to 20,079 all ranks - 2718
officers (including 87 nursing sisters and a reserve
of 19) and 17,361 other ranks. Order in Council P.G.
4/3144 of the same day authorized a ceiling of 187,865
all ranks for the Reserve Force but directed that the
actual number of personnel should not exceed 90,000
all ranks.

37. Actually considerable difficulty was
experienced by the three Services in building up their
strengths to even the restricted numbers for ratings,
other ranks and airmen. Naval recruiting was not
even equalling wastage: the strength of 5767 ratings
on 1 July 1947 represented a net decrease of 523 in
four months.47 Recruiting for the R.C.A.F. had been
suspended during the first half of 1947, pending
adoption of a firm manpower ceiling, but wastage of
~xisting personnel continued high, with a monthly rate
of 85 releases by purchase. A statistical breakdown
of the reasons why p~8sonnel desired to purchase
discharge disclosed:

(a) Dissatisfied ge~erally with the
ServicB 15~

(b) Unable to find suitable acco~cd5.

tion for wives and children ll~
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.( 0) Dissatisfied with pay 22i't.• To take up civilian employment 33~~• (d) To go into business of their own 71-

(e) To return to school 3i1-

(f) For compassionate grounds,
7~1-namely needed at home

On the other hand, and despite a few specialized
exceptions, there proved to be more than sufficient
officers to meet the post-war requirements of the
three Services and it was considered that the envisaged
officer training programmes would supply sufficient
junior officers to meet continuing requirements.

38. On 30 September 1947 ttt. Claxton made a
radio broadcast initiating a recruiting campaign for
the three Services. This campaign was designed to
attract both new civilian enlistments and veterans to
the active and reserve forces. The following strengths
indicate the success that was achieved over the
following months:49

Fiscal Navy Army Air Force
Year Active Reserve Active Reserve Active Reserve

1946-4~ 7193 3498 1.5,563 37,657 12,626 408
194J-4 ~43.5 2327 1.5,967 33,.591 12,017 744
194 -49 1.54 3272 18,970 36,311 14,.5.52 1427
1949-.50 92.59 3601 20,6.52 43,047 17,274 2369

By the end of the period in question, the Cabinet had
considerably modified the manpower restrictions
introduced early in 1?47. Authorized actual es
tablishments were now 9047 for the Navy, 23,034 for
the Army and 18,278 for the Air Force • .50

••

39. Order in Council P.C. 1644 of 23 May 19~
authorized the formation of the Canadian Rangers as a
corps of the Reserve Militia, not exceeding .5000 off~
and soldiers. Organization and expansion were
necessarily slow but more and more units gradually
came to be located in the remote and sparsely populated
northern and coas~al areas. It was intended that they
sheult provide guides and observers in the parts of
the country with which they were most familiar and form
an immediate asset in any emergency.

40. Effeotive 1 February 1947 (P.C. 314 of
.5 February 1947) the Canadian Commeroial Corporation
assumed responsibility for procuring supplies for the
Department of National Defenoe. Sinoe 1940 this
responsibility had rested suooessively with the
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Department of Munitions and Supply and the Department
of Reconstruction and Supply. Control over this
Canadian Commercial Corporation was vested in the
Minister of Trade and Commerce and in practice it
was to be both a "shadow" Department of Munitions
and 5upply and a "shadow" Department of Civilian
Supply. The wartime work of the Inspection Doard of
the United Kingdom and Canada was continued from the
end of 1945 until early 1948 by an Inspection Board
of ·Canada. Then the task reverted to the Department
of Defence, where an Inspection Services organization
was estaolished under a controller general who was
vested with the authority of an associate deputy
minister. During April 1948 an Industrial Defence
Board was created to examine Canada's war potential
and keep up-to-date a plan for necessary production.
The board was composed of seven representatives from
industry and eight representatives of governmental
departments and agencies. Mr. H. J. Carmichael, a
Canadian industrialist who had been Co-ordinator of
Production in the wartime Department of Munitions
and Supply became the first chairman. On 28 June
1948 representatives of this Board met with other
government officials to assist in drafting the
industrial and economic sections of the Government's
War Book. Continuous liaison was conducted with the
Armed Forces on the matter of major equipment require
ments. But Order in Council P.C. 1166 of 15 March
1949 transferred control over this Industrial Defence
Board to the De~artment of Trade and Commerce.

(v) Defence Relationships with
British Comnonwealth

41. During the latter half of 194, and
early weeks of 1944 there were a number of suggestions
regarding the role that the British Comnonwealth might
play in the post-war world. Prime Minister Curtin of
Australia advocated (14 August, 6 September and 14 Dec
cember 194,) a return to the idea of Imperial Federation
and the creation of a permanent Empire Council which
should meet regularly, but not necessarily always in
London. Prime Minister Smuts of South Africa proposed
(25 November) the institution of regional conferences
which should cause particular Dominions to work more
olosely with the United Kingdom and help vnth the
development of nearby portions of the oolonial empire.
Although Viscount Cranborne, Seoretary of State for
Dominion Affairs had emphasized the satisfactory
features of the eXisting machinery of Imperial
collaboration, during a speech to the House of Lords
on 2 November 194",he had stated that the British
Government was "always ready to consider amendments
and improvements for more regular meetings between
the representatives of the Governments of the
Commonwealth" •51 Lord Halifax, the British Ambassador
to the United states, suggested to a Toronto audience
on 24 January 1944 that the Statute of Westminster
had been, in many ways, a "Declaration of Interdepend
ence"; henceforth there should be a "closer unity of



42. For the most part, public opinion in
Canada was highly critical of Lord Halifax1s analysis
and conclusions: 'Canadians of almost all ~'hades of
political opinion viewed with dismay the prospect of
a post-war world in which ~ower politics would prevail,
and in which the Driti~h Commonvealth would need to
measure its stren th against that of the colossi of
East and .,est".53 liioreover, the implication under
lying the Post-Hostilities Planning Staff studies
being prepared in London (see para 16) was that there
should be a sinqle defence policy for the entire
Common~ealth, with the United Kin~dom and other
members acting in effect as one great power.54
Therefore, when Parliament convened on 31 January
1944, Prime Minister King set forth his own views
to the House of Commons. Although he was "one hundred
per cent for close consultation, close co-operation
and effective co-ordination of policy on all matters
of common concern between the different nations of
the British Commonwealth", he preferred the existing
lI con tinuinf. conference of cabinet councils of the
commonwealth" to any form of Imperial Council. 55
His objection to going to Imperial Conferences in
London was that he, or any other Prime Minister of
Canada, was then at a complete disadvantage:

The ~rime Minister attending in London meets
an entire cabinet. He may be enoirely alone.
He has not with him all his colleagues; he
has with him very few colleagues, unless thA
business of his own country is to be neg
lected while he is away. More than that,
however, he is without his expert advisers,
who are much needed in dealing with great
questions of peace or war. On the other
hand every minister of the cabinet in London
has his expert advisers, when a certain iSffiE
is up for discussion, either seated beside
him or in an adjoining room; and he is in a
position to command their views on any
sug5estion that may be made. Further, he is
in a Dosition to confer with all his
colleagues and make his statement to the
conference based upon opinions formed in
that way. As I say, unless one is prepared
to take with him collea~ues and experts,
and to allow the govern~ent of Canada to be
carried on minus these responsible ministers
and officials while an imperial conference
is being conducted, one is not in a position
to discuss matters as they should be die
cussed, and in the light of the res
ponsibilities of the situati9n. as one
would wi sh to discuss them.56

c·•
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thought and action" in the common fields of
Policy, Defence, ~conomic Affairs, Colonial
and Communications.52

~'oreign

uestions
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4;. Mr. King refused to accept the thesis
advanced ·by Field Marshal Smuts and Lord Halifax
that the "future peace of the world depended on the
attainment of an equal p8Ltnership in strength and
influence between the great ~owers among the united
nations".5? Both had taken the view that the
resources and man?ower of the British Isles were too
small to enable the United Kingdom to compete with
the United states and the U.S.S.R. after the war. But
Mr. King reasoned as follows:

Should we not, indeed must we not, aim at
attaining the necessary superiority of
po~er by creating an effective international
system inside which the cooperation of all
peace-loving countries is freely sought
and given?

It seems to me not t be a matter of
matching manpower and resources, or, in
other words, military and industrial
potential, between three cr four dominant
states. ihat we must strive for is close
cooperation among those great states
themselves, and all·other like-minded
countries. Behind the conception expressed
by Lord Halifax and Field I~arshal Smuts,
there lurks the idea of inevitable rivalry
between the great powers. Could Canada,
situated as she is geographically between fue
United States and the Soviet Union, and at
the same time a member of the 3ritish
Commonwealth, for one moment give support
to such an idea?;>8

44. It was inevitable, therefore, that the
Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Meeting in London during
1-16 May 1944 should approve no change. In an address
delivered to both Houses of Parliament at "estminster
on 11 May, Mr. King elaborated on the above argument:

It is of the utmost importance to the
Common~ealth that there should continue to
be the greatest possible co-operation among
its members. In like manner it is, I
believe, of the utmost importance to the
future of mankind th~t, after the war, there
shou1.d be the greatest possie le co-operation
among the nations of the world ••••

If, at the close of hostilities, the
strength and unity of the Commonwealth are
to be maintained, t,lOse ends will be
achieved not by policies which are exclusive
but by policies which can be shared with
other nations. I am firmly convinced that
the way to maintain our unity is to base
~hat unity upon principles which can be
extended to all nations. I am equally sure
that the only way to maintain world unity
is to base it upon principles that can be
universally applied. 59
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45. On 15 May the question of defence was
discussed. Viscount Cranborna argua- that, ,"nether
or not a single worln security sys~em should be
established, it was essential ~hat there should be
close collaboration within the British Commonwealth.
He then put forward the following suggestions:

(a) Assuming that the Imperial Conference
remained the main organ of consultation
between the nations of the Commonwealth,
would it be possible to give some degree
of continuity to its proceedings, by
establishing a standing committee to
deal with strategy and other aspects
of defence.

(b) Alternatively, or perhaps in addition,
there might be periodic meetings at
regular intervals between Defence
Ministers and Chiefs of Staff in London
or elsewhere. These might possibly
be preliminary to meetings of the
',orld Council.

(c) There might be "an extended system for
the interchange of military staffs.
This would be particularly valuable if,
as the result of definite obligations
under a world security system, the
preparation of joint plans becam
practical possibility.

(d) There might be a considerable expansion
of the training of U.K. and Dominion
officers in the principles of Imperial
Defence. This would involve an expanded
conception of the Imperial Defence
C")11ege.

(e) Study might be given to the co-ordina
tion of industrial potential throughout
the Commonwealth and Empire. This was
a matter which had not been given as
much attention heretofore as it deserveq
but which had emerged as a new factor
of vital importance during the present
war, when the various parts of the
Empire had supplied others with great
quantities of war materials. Much
experience had been gained which was
extremely valuable, and it would be a
~ity if in another emergency ,e had to
start allover again at the beginning.
It was for consideration whether an
expert body mie~t not be set up in the
near future to consider this aspect.

(f) It would no doubt be agreed that the
organization, equipment and trainin
of forces on a co.noon model throu'hout
the Common/ealth should continue as
before.60 ",""
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46. Visoount Cranborne felt that after the h'1me
Ministers had had an opportunity to discuss ~s proposals
with their own Cabinets it might be possible to set up a
oommittee to examine their praotioability. The Prime
Minister of Australia expressed great interest in the
proposals. The Prime Minister of New Zealand suggested that
the seepe and fUnotions of the Committee of Imperial Defeno"
should be broadened, in order to oo-ordinate defenc e
planning for the whole Oommonwealth and Empire. Regional
defenoe planning bodies might also be established. Such a
body was needed, for example, to plan the security of the
South Pacific Area and ensure close co-operation between
Australia, New Zealand, Fiji and the territories in the
High Commission of the Western Paoific. The Canadian Prima
Mini ster made it olear, however, that he did no t wish to
make any comment until th e whole matter had been thorough~.y

disoussed with his oolleagues in ottawa. Mr. King also
oonsidered that anmvers to these questions could not Od
reaohed while the war was still in progress. There was,
however, general agreement that the British Prime Ministe.!'
should hold monthly meetings with the several Hign
Commissioners in London (with the Seoretary of state for
Dominion Affairs also in attendance).

•

47. SUbsequently the Advisory Committee on Post
Hostilities Prob;J..ems in Ottawa was directed to have a stUdy
made by its Working Committee. Although numerous disoussions
were held and a good deal of re-drafting done, the civilian
and servioe members of the Working Committee could never
agree on a version for submission to higher authority. The
Department of External Affairs representative was opposed
to there being a definite "defence assooiation ll wi. th the
United Kingdom or the Commonwealth, whereas the Service
viewpoint was that a strong Commonwealth a!}d tangible
defenoe arrangements were still desirable. bl Officials of
the Department of Extemal Affairs wished to keep an open
mind towards the possibility of Canada entering the United
Nations organization independently rather than as a member
of a British Comm::>nwealth bloo. Moreover, they felt that
any British ti e-up might prejudic e defen:: e di soussions
vis-a-vis the United States. In any event the study seems
to have died a natural death early in 1945. A similar fa.te
befell the monthly meetings of the several High eommissioL.arr
in Lond0n with the British Prime Minister: only a few
meetings were held beoause of the great pressure6~f vcrk on
Mr. Ohurchill, who was also Minister of Defenc e,

48. All too soon, at the San Francisoo C(jnfereD~'
of 1945, the Dominions were foroed to aooept lesser status
in the United Nations crganization whioh was established
than was ~ccorded to the five great powers -- whioh
reoeived permanent membership on the Security Council and
the power to veto the wishes of a majority. Thus their
service representatives in London proved very oritical
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of the Post-Hostilities Planning Staff's draft study
on the "Security of the British Empire during the
Period 1955-1960" (see para 20). As a result the
section entitled "Dominion Collaboration" was
drastically rewritten before the final report was
issued on 29 June 1945. Despite the expressed beliefs
of the Commonwealth Prime !tinisters, this document
assumed that a single imperial defence policy was
desirable in peace-time and that the United Kin~dom

should speak on behalf of all to the United Nations
organization. Since Commander Todd of the Canadian
Joint Staff Mission had followed his instructions
and expressed no official opinions at the meeting
of 5 June, hm~ever, the Post-Hostilities Planning
Staff might be excused for hoping that its revised
formula might be found acceptable:

(b) It is considered not unnatural that
Canada, and to a lesser extent Australia
and New Zealand, should feel their
defence problems to be very closely
linked to U.S.A., but the security
of all members of the ~mpire is
interdependent and the security of the
U.K., India and South Africa, like
that of Canada, Australia and New
Zealand, depends on close collaboration
with U.S.A.

(0) The diffidulties of the Dominions in
undertaking the firm commitments
necessary for a co-ordinated imperial
defence policy are appreciated and
it is only if these difficulties are
resolved that such a policy can be
achieved.63

In order to achieve the end desired it would be
necessary to improve methods of imperial oonsultation
at all levels and "educate" the constituent peoples to
a realization that security could not be considered
in the light of local interests alone, since a threat
to any member was a threat to the Empire as a whole.
The initiative would, of course, have to be taken by
the United Kingdom.

49. On 3 August 1945 Commander Todd met
with the Drafting Section of the Joint Planning Staff,
whose members held much more realistic views than had
the disbanded Post-Hostilities Planning Staff (see
para 20). They considered that a single imperial
defence policy, with twice yearly meetings of the
IJmmonwealth Chiefs of Staff, was merely "Wishful
thinking". iiar wi th the Uni ted States being
"unth i nkable", and the ex-enemy states remain_ng under
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some form of supervision, the U.S.S.R. was the only.
nation which possessed the capacity to challenge the
security uf the British Commonwealth. But not enough
attention had been given to probable action by the
United Nations organization in the event of major
Russian aggression against members of the British
Commonwealth. 64

50. Two British papers on defence were
prepared for discussion with the Commonwealth Prime
Ministers at the meetings held in London during April
and May 1946. The Chiefs of Staff paper designated
four "main support areas" - United Kingdom, American
continent, southern Africa, Australia and New Zealand
_ and recommended the following principles for
Commonwealth defence:

(a) Each member of the Commonwealth should
accept responsibility for the developm&t
and defence of their main support area
and the strategic zone round it. In
defining areas of strategic importance
it was pointed out that the security
of western Europe had been proved of
direct interest to Canada.

(b) There should be acceptance of the
principle of joint responsibility
between parts of the Commonwealth
concerned for protection of the lines
of communication between the main
support areas.

(c) Members should agree that it is in
their strategic interest to assist,
both politically and militarily, in
maintaining the British position in
those protective areas which directly
affect the security of their territory
and communications.65 .

Emphasis was placed on the vulnerability of the
United Kingdom and the desirability of having
population, resources, military stores and training
facilities dispersed throughout the Commonwealth.

51. These views were incorporated by the
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs in his paper,
which was primarily concerned with machinery for
consultation and co-operation. This conceded that
a centralized system for Commonwealth defence would
be generally unacceptable: in any future major war
the Commonwealth would require the active assistance
of the United States and individual members would
have to rely on regional co-operation with other
countries. Since meetings of Prime r~nisters could
not be held frequently, it was su~gested that some
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looser system for co-ordination should be based on
the national defence organizations. Individual
Dominions might maintain Joint Staff Hissions,
attached to their High Commissioner's office in the
United Kingdom and in any other Dominion in which
they were considered to have sufficient interest.
It was emphasized that consultation might take place
not only in London, but in any Commonwealth capital
where a British Joint Staff would similarly be
positioned. For example, it was suggested that the
existing Staff Missions in Melbourne should be
developed as the principal co-ordinating body in the
South-Hest Pacific.

52. At discussions of these papers with Mr.
Chifley and Dr. Evatt of Australia and Mr. Nash of
New Zealand, Field Marshal Lord Alanbrooke emphasized
that the scheme was based on that of the Combined
Chiefs of Staff, the British members of which made
recommendations on matters of major policy to the
Defence Committee of the Cabinet which could, if
necessary, refer them to the full Cabinet. Stressing
the parallel of collaboration between two foreign
countries, Lord Alanbrooke argued that no encroachment
on the sovereignty of the Dominions was intended.
Mr. Nash indicated general acceptance, provided there
was assurance of adequate political consultation at
all levels and that it was agreed that the centre of
the scheme need not be in London. He did, however,
express some·doubt that the co-ordination of the
policies of five governments would be as easy as
that of the United Kingdom and United States. ..hile
not rejecting the scheme, the Australians were not
disposed to accept out of hand: Prime Uinister
Chifley was afraid that any move towards centralized
control of defence policy would be politically
impracticable; his ~unister of External Affairs was
more worried lest consultation on a military level
would result in the reaching of agreements which would
be difficult to change by the time they reached the
political ministers concerned.66

53. Prime ~tinister Smuts, who reached Larutn
from South Africa only during the second week of the
talks, expressed interest in the substance but not in
the form of the proposals. He felt that the creation
of ''Military Missions" might appear to be "ganging
up" on Russia and displaying lack of confidence in
the United Nations organization: Commonwealth
defence contacts should be of an informal liaison
nature. ~cr. Chifley then reiterated that such
proposals would have to be considered by the
Australian Government. 67
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54. With this information at his dieposal,
and in answer to questions raised by the leaders of

, each of the three other political parties, ~~. King
consented to give the house of Commons in Ottawa a
brief statement on 9 May about his forthcoming trip.
The Prime Minister suggested that he was not anxious
to visit London, at this time, but that he had given
his word earlier and that consultation was necessary
as regards certain matters. However:

I wish to make it perfectly clear that I am
not going to attempt at any consultation to
say what this government's opinion is with
regard to questions of defence, questions
of trade, preference and the like, because
I am not one of those who pretend to speak
for the entire cabinet without the opporturiW
of conferring with its members. I shall be
happy at any conference to give my views in
a general way as to opinions that I think
this country would wish to have fully
considered. But as for presenting at a
conference the official view of Canada in
great matters of defence, trade and numerous
other important questions, without the
presence of the ministers who are responsible
immediately concerned for the different
departments of government and without the
presence of their experts as-w:tll., I can assure
the house that I shall be careful to refrain
from committing anyone in a manner that is
likely to occasion embarrassment.68

Mr. King never gave any public statement as to what
did transpire during his talks in London, by which
time Mr. Chief ley was on hi s ~Iay back to Australia.
The final communique, issued by the Dominions Office
on 23 May, included a reassertion of faith in the
existing methods of Commonwealth consultation:

They are flexible and can be used to meet a
variety of situations and heeds, both those
where the responsibility is on one member
alone, and where the responsibility may
have to be shared. They are peculiarly
appropriate to the character of the rlritish
Commom,ealth, with its independent members
who have shown by their sacrifices in'the
common cause their devotion to kindred
ideals and their community of outlook.
While all are willing to consider and adopt
practical pr000sals for developing the
existing system, it is agreed that the
methods now practised are preferable to any
rigid centralized machinery. In their vi~
such centralized ma~hinery would not
facilitate, and might even hamper, the

. combination of autonomy and uni ty which
is characteristic of the British Common
wealth and is one of their great achie-
vements.

I I
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They reaffirm their belief in the
efficacy of free and constant consultation
and co-operation not only within the British
Commonwealth but also in the wider inter
national sphere. They are deter~ned to
do everything in their power to maintain in
time of peace the historic co-operation
achieved by the Allies in time of war. They
look forward to the steady development
throughout the whole world of closer inter
national co-operation based on increasing
mutual confidence and devoted to the raising
of standards of living and the promotion of
democratic liberty. Their Governments and
peoples are determined to give the fullest
support to the United Nations Organization,
not only as a foundation of peace and securi~
but also as a mean~ for promoting economic
progress and social welfare.69

". The next step w~s the publication of a
British I.hite Paper on Defence. This contemplated the
establishment of a Defence Committee under the chair
manship of the Prime Minister to take over the functkrs
of the Committee of Imperial Defence in respect of the
United Kingdom. In respect of Commonwealth vefence
the \Ihi te Paper noted:

Methods of collaboration between the
various members of the Commonwealth are
governed by the principle enunciated in
the Statute of \.estminster. Even before
1923, the conception that there should be
a central authority in London, representative
of all the self-governing members of the
Commonwealth, to review defence questions
and prepare central plans which would be
binding on the whole Commonwealth and Empir~

was never recognized as practicable even if
it were desirable. Admittedly the Dominions
have a close interest in problems that wroot
the Commonwealth and Empire.as a whole, but
each of them has a special and distinct out
look on world affairs, dependent on its
geographical position and its political and
economic environment, and Dominion Govern
ments must retain full liberty of action.
Co-operation in Commonwealth Defence has
therefore always taken the practical form
of promoting uniformity of organization,
training, and equipment of military forces,
maintaining the closest possible touch
between Staffs, and interchanging officers
in order to promote a common doctrine and
outlook in military affairs. Collaboration
in war-time between the naval, land and
air forces from different parts of the
Commonwealth has thus been easy and
effective·78
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Therefore emphasis should continue to be placed on
the methods of collaboration which were "peculiarly
ap?ropriate to the character of the British Common
wealth". Since geography lar?ely determined the
problems of most interest to individual members of
the Co~monwealth, it was felt that British liaison
officers should be stationed in each capital to study
regional problems with the local Chiefs of Staff.
Similarly, Dominions' liaison officers stationed in
London could work closely with the rlritish Chiefs
of Staff.

56. The proposals to exchange liaison
officers received a favourable response from the
Dominions. Canada merely converted its wartime
Joint Staff I~ssion into a Joint LiaiEon Staff, with
different terms of reference. Its components
perpetuated the rapidly dwindling Canadian Naval
!ussion Overseas, Canadian Military Headquarters and
R.C.A.F. Overseas Headquarters. However, the
Conservative opposition in the United Kingdom attacked
the Labour Government for abandoning the Committee
of Imperial Defence, omitting the Secretary of State
for Dominion Affairs from membership in the new
Defence Committee and failing to make provision for
continuous high-level dominion representation. 3ut,
as Professor Nicholas Mansergh has wisely observed:

••• it was of more importance that the l':mpire
which the Committee of Imperial Defence was
designed to serve had passed away. There
had been a transformation in intra-Common
wealth political relations, but also, and
this was more fundamental, there had been
a change in the balance of world ~ower.
The concept of imperial defence in any
absolute form was outdated. In its place
there was the concept of regional defence
agreements under the Charter of the United
Nations. That was why, when the United
Nations grievously disappointed the hopes
of its sponsors and failed to achieve its
primary purpose of maintaining international
peace and security, it was not in imperial
defence but in regional associations that
the members of the Commonwealth, and not
least the United Kingdom, sou~ht refuge.7 l

-The principal responsibility of the British Governm~
new Defence Committee was, in practice, not to plan
the defence of the Commonwealth in isolation but
rather to link together regional plans for defence
in which both members of the Co~~onwealth and foreign
nations were involved. The Defence Committee was
well fitted to serve this more modest purpose and
the October 1948 meeting in London of Commomlealth
Prime Ministers expressed satisfaction with its
discharge of these important but limited responsi-
bilities.
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57. Reporting on the C.I.G.S. Conference~
~ecently attended in the United Kingdom, General
Foulkes told the Chiefs of Staff Committee in ottawa
on 31 May 1950 that Field Marshal Sir nilliam Slim
had stressed the following:

(a) in spite of the close co-operation with
the United States, co-operation with the
Commonwealth was a first priority. The
United Kingdom military authorities had
given up any idea of a purely British
strategy and had accepted the fact that
they must take part in a common world
wide strategic policy with the United
States;

(b) the present U.K. policy was that the
cold war requirements would take prece
dence over the preparations for the hot
one;

(c) the main pillars of U.K. strategy were
defined as follows:-

(i) defence of the United Kingdom,
which now includes the defence
of "estern Europe,

(ii) defence of sea lines of
communication, and

(iii) defence of the Middle last;

(d) in the matter of balanced forces, Field
Marshal Slim had emphasized that he was
in full accord with the policy of
balanced overall forces as opposed to
balanced national forces. In this
regard the United Kingdom had given up
any idea of a strategic bomber force
and also any idea of a battle fleet.
The main naval activities would now be
limited to anti-submarine warfare and
anti-mining activities; and

(e) the defence of the United Kingdom was
being given first priority.72

iInaugurated in 1946 by Yield Marshal the
Viscount MontBomery of Alamein, after becoming Chief
of the Imperial General Staff, to ensure that all
general officers of the British Army, in the United
Kingdom and overseas, understood the broad tactical
doctrine being evolved. The Chiefs of the General
Staffs of the several Dominions received invitations
to attend.
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PART II - CANADA-UNITED grATES COLLABORATION

(i) Defence Planning, 1944-1946

58. Approval by the Cabinet War Committee on
19 July 1944 of a Preliminary Paper on "Post-V/ar Defence
Arrangements with the United States" (see para 15) carried
with it approval for the Working Committee on Post
Hostilities Problems to undertake more detailed studies.
Although the Department of External Affairs was to stress
the implications of a possible world security organization
on future Canadian-American relationships, the Service
view was that Canada-United States relationships were
bound to develop whether or not such a world body were
oreated. Only on 28 February 1945, however, did the
Cabinet War Committee approve a much amended study entitled
"Post War Canadian Defence Relationships with the United
States: General Considerations". According to this
document:

7. In the past, Canddian "defence" planning
has been based on a strong British Navy, and
on the premise that the United States would
be a benevolent neutral if not an ally in the
event of Canada being at war. Developments
of this war have not changed these two
fundamentals, but other factors have come
into being necessitating a review of certain
aspects of Canada's defence Qlanning particularly
vis-a-vis the United States.l~

But the attitude of the United States following acceptance
by the two governments of the two Joint Canadian-United
States Basic Defence Plans (see para 11) was described
as follows:

12. Nearly all the tasks set out in this
plan involved measures to be implemented in
Canada, Newfoundland and Alaska. It is
possible that if Canada had not been able
to carry out the defence measures required
on Canadian territory the United States would
have done so, even though the United States
was not then at war.

l~. This attitude of the United States became
more apparent after the entry of that country
into the war. If Canada had refused or failed
to undertake projects which formed part of
United States plans (such as the Crimson Air
Staging Route), or measures in Canadian territory
for the special protection of the United States
(e.g., the Radar Chain acroes Northern Ontario
to protect industrial installations in the
mid-continent), the United States was willing
and eve? anxious to proceed alone. As time
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went on, it became increasingly apparent that
the existence of major military installations
in Canada built, paid for and operated by the
United States might impair Canada's freedom
of action. This difficulty has been mitigated,
if not eliminated, by the Canadian Government's
decision, agreed to by the United States, to
reimburse the United states for construction
costs of all airfields and certain other
facilities of continu~ng value erected in
Canada by the United States.

14. Thus, developments in the present war
have brought about a new sense of defence
relationships between Canada and the United
States of which the following are the most
significant:

( a)

(b)

- (c )

(d)

Opinion in both countries has gone far
towards recognizing that the two oceans
da not provide full protection for North
America from attack, and further that
the ultimate security of the continent
depends on the maintenance of peace in
Europe and Asia.

Both the United States and Canada have
accepted the fact that in addition to
protection against seaborne attack they
must have adequate protection against
airborne attack, especially from the
North, Northeast and Northwest.

Canada along with Newfoundland, Alaska,
Greenland, Iceland, Bermuda and the West
Indies will continue to be vital to the
defence of the United States. As aviation
develops the northern routes will
increasingly become world commercial
highways. By the same token they will
become potential routes for hostile powers
with designs against the United States,
and could conceivably by used by the
United States for offensive purposes.

Although no immediate threat of attack
may be discerned, neither country is
likely again to reduce its defences
to the pre-war level.

59· Thus the United States could be expeoted
to take an active interest in future Canadian defence
preparations, but "with an absence of the tact and restraint
oustomarily employed by the United Kingdom in putting
forward defence proposals". The result would be pressure
on Canada to maintain defences at a higher level than
might seem necessary from the point of view of purely
Canadian interests. Since Canada lay astride the direct
route between the United States and the U.S.S.R., any
serious deterioration in their relations must be a worry
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to Canada. Therefore, Canada's best hope for peaceful
existence lay in the establishment of an effective world
security organization. But, in any case. Canadian and
American defence planning should be co-ordinated to
produce what would really be a regional defence system.
Appropriate machinery already existed in the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence:

Through the Board, representatives of two
countries (the one great and the other relatively
weak) meet together on an equal f0~ting. It
is quite conceivable that in the rust-war period
there may not be a great deal for the Board
to do. Nevertheless, its mere existence is
a useful public symbol of the mutual confidence
which exists between Canada and the United
states. Moreover, there is a great advantage
in having available a body that can consider
potentially controversial questions of defence
before government policy in either country
has become fixed. The Board will continue to
be available to recommend joint defence plans,
and as an agency to facilitate discussion and
exChange of information.

60. Exaotly what defence measures would be
required in the post-war world could not yet be determined.
But it was inevitable that Canada would have to assume
greater peace-time commitments than heretofore. Canada
had already recognized a responsibility for the local
defenoe of Newfoundland and Labrador. However:

22. This closer liaison with the United states
is in no sense an isolationist policy. If
any single lesson has emerged from the present
conflict, it -is that no nation can ensure
immunity from attack merely by erecting a
defensive barrier around its frontiers. Canada's
first lines of defence at the present time
extend far out into the Pacific in the West
and to Europe in the East. With the 6rowth
of air power, frontier defences have become
less significant. It is not intended that
Canada should base its defensive policy
exclusively on collaboration with the United
States. On the contrary it is considered
that Canada should accept a fair share of
responsibility in an international security
organization along with the other Nations both
inside and outside the Commonwealth.

The following conclusions were draym:

(a) that the defenoes of Canada should be
closely co-ordinated with those of United
States in the post-war period.
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(b) that the Permanent Joint Board on Defence
will continue to be a valuable means of
facilitating this co-ordination and also
as a medium for the informal discussion
of mutual defence problems.

(c) that the source of major friction between
Canada and the United states is more
likely to grow out of differing views
towards events outside this Continent.
Particularly in view of Canada's geographic
position astride the overland route between
the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R., Canadian
defence arrangements with the United
States will be greatly influenced by the
general oharacter of the relations between
the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.

(d) that in joint defence planning with the
United States, Canada should accept full
responsibility for all such defence measures
within Canadian territory as the moderate
risk to which we are exposed·may indicate
to be necessary.

(e) that Canada should continue to accept
responsibility for the local defence of
Newfoundland and Labrador, and that the
part of the United States in the defence
of these territories should be limited
to the operation of their leased bases
in Newfoundland.

- (f) that because of the new vUlnerability
of the North American continent, quite
apart from any obligations under a world
security organization, Canada must accept
increased defence responsibilities and
maintain larger armed forces than before
the war.

(g) that the exchange of technic~l information
on military research and development
between Canada and the United States
should continue and that Canada should
maintain the means of making an effective

'oontribution to such exchange.

61. At the 50th Meeting of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence, held at New York on 14-15 June 1945,
Major-General GUy V. Henry* presented his own personal
views on "Continental Defense Value of the Canadian

*Senior representative of the United states Army.
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Northwest" and "Postwar Collaboration". He then suggested
that .the Canadian members might put forward their personal
views as to the post-war value of the laska Highway,
air route, telegraph line, gasoline distributing systems
and the Haines cut-off route, and whether Canada was
likely to maintain those portions in its own territory.
General Henry did not see how there could be any true .
homogeneity of defence of the Western Hemisphere unless
Canada became a member of the Pan American Union and
adopted American military organization and equipment,
as the Latin-American Republics were being encouraged
to do. "From a purely military standpoint", he argued,
"there appears little doubt that our tactical and supply
problems for the defense of North America would be
greatly simplified if Canadian and United states forces
had interchangeable munitions and were trained and
organized in general along similar lines".74 He cited
as examples the revamping of the Canadian force sent to
Kiska in 1943 and the current organization of the
Canadian Army Pacific Force on American lines. On the
other hand he conceded that there were possible obstacles:
attitude of the general public, existence of traditional
ties with the United Kingdom and the need to promote
Canadian manufacturing. At the next meeting, held in
Montreal on 4-5 September, General pope made a number
of observations on behalf of the Canadian Members. He
pointed out that the value of more than one of the defence
installations constructed in Canada at American expense
had been questioned by the Canadian members from the
outset, and suggested that the United States Joint Chiefs
of Staff should make the Canadian Services more fully
aware of the reasons upon which their appreciation of
the defence requirements of the North American corrtinent
were based. Canada must reserve the right to model her
forces as she chose and he suggested that standardization
of British Commonwealth and United States military equipment
would be preferable to Canada abandoning British-type
equipment completely in favour of that produced to
Amerioan specifications. General Pope added, however,
and the American members agreed, that post-war military
collaboratioo did not appear to present any particular
difficulty.·/ ;>

62., During the course of the 52nd meeting
of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, at New York
on 7-8 November, the United States Army and Navy members
submitted identical oommunications signed respectively
by the Seoretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy:

Although the 'Ogdensburg Agreement'
provides a continuing basis for continuing
military action by the United states and
Canada, it appears that the Joint Canadian
U.S. Defence Plan (ABC-22), which provided
for specific action .in the event that the
United States and British Commonwealth were
associated in the war against Germany and
her allies, requires revision. While the
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Plan did not fix a period for which it was
to be effective, its general tenor was such
as to provide for the war just concluded.

I desire that you initiate ••• conversations
leading to revision of ABC-22 to provide,
in the light of changed world conditions, a
continuing basis for joint action of the
military forces of Canada and the United
States in order to ensure the security of
Alaska, Canada, Labrador, Newfoundland and
the northern portion of the United States.?6

6,. On 19 December the Canadian Government
approved this undertaking. Arrangements for joint
planning were to be concerted through the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence. Responsibility was to be delegated
by the Chiefs of Staff Committee to its Joint Planning
Sub-Committee, working in consultation with the
Secretary of the Canadian Section of the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence and the Secretary of the Cabinet
Defence Committee. Any resulting plans must. however,
safeguard Canada's strategic position in respect of
Newfoundland and Labrador, take into account the maximum
strength approved for the post-war armed forces and be
subject to approval by the Government.??

64-.-- The Secretary of State for Dominion
Affairs in London had already sought (14 December) the
Canadian Government's opinion on American requests for
-support in securing rights to retain or establish
military bases in territories under both British and
~other sovereignty. The Canadian reply, despatched
:by telegram on 16 January, 1946, follows:

We have given preliminary consideration
to the general issues involved in these
proposals and are continuing our examination.
On broad grounds we would welcome the
assumption by the United States of responsi
bility for the maintenance of a far-flung
chain of bases in the Atlantic and Pacific,
provided that they were to be made available
on acceptable terms to the Security Council
and that equitable arrangements could be
reached for civil aviation facilities at
certain points. At the same time, we
appreciated your anxiety lest the position
of the United Nations Organization should
be prejudiced through pressure by the
United States to secure rights at this
stage. Where military facilities have
been established in foreign territories
d'uring the war (e.g. the Azores), however,
it seems important that there should be
no gap between the lapsing of wartime
rights and the adoption of long-term
arrangements.
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It is, of course, of special interest
to Canada from the point of view of North
American defence that the United States
should have effective use of suitable
outlying bases in the North Atlantic and
North Pacific. In this connection we
are about to institute, under the auspices
of the Canada-United States Permanent
Joint Board on Defence, joint discussions
with a view to revision of the existing
defence plan which was adopted by the
two governments, at the Board's instance.
It is clear that the maintenance of e stablish
ment of such U.S. bases, particularly in
,Labrador, Greenland, and Iceland, would
directly affect any revised plan which
may be worked out.

3. In short, we regard it as in the
interest of Canada and in the general
interest of the Commonwealth and the
United Nations Organization that the
United States should have extensive
rights and responsibilities outside her
own territories. However, We also are
dubious about the timing of some of the
requests which they have put forward
especially as they may encourage the
Soviet GQgernment to make undesirable
demands. '/

65· The Canadian Goverment SUbsequently
declined an informal.suggestion from the U.S. State
Department that Canada be associated with the several
American Republics in an inter-American defence treaty
which, it had been agreed at Chapultepec (Mexico) a
year earlier, should establish a regional security zone.
According to a letter which the Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs wrote to the Canadian Ambassador
1n Washington on 7 January 1946, there was general
agreement in Ottawa that Canada's best course was "to
remain on the sidelines".79 "So far as our own defence
is concerned", this letter continued, "the 'advantages
and liabilities accruing to Canada would probably be
about the same, whether we were a signatory to an inter
American defence treaty or were content to concert our
arrangements with the United States alone as is already
planned". Moreover, neither Canadian nor Amerioan
public opinion seemed partioularly interested in Canada
being represented in such a group. And it would be
rather hard to explain adherence to such an inter-American
treaty When there had been no effort to secure a similar
pact within the British Commonwealth. Therefore, the
Ambassador was instructed to suggest to the State Department
that the Canadian Government considered that it would be
"preferable to work out military staff agreements under
the United Nations Charter first and then consider what
regional supplements are required".

\
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66. At its meeting in Quebec City on 16-17
January 1946 the Permanent Joint Board on Defence drew
up a memorandum pointing out that "more than a development
of a basic defense or security plan is needed, and that
the two Governments should now take action to assure
that their respective Armed Forces are prepared in time
of peace to act promptly in carrying out any war plan
in case of emergency". The following principles were
stated:

(a) Canada and the United States will
jointly prepare an all embracing plan to
preserve the security of the two countries.

(b) There will be free and comprehensive
exchange of military information and
intelligence insofar as it affects the
security of the two countries. Each
country will respect the security
classification of the other and will
undertake to preserve all limitations on
transmission to third parties specified
by the originating country.

(c) Personnel of the armed forces of one
country will be assigned with the armed
forces of the other country in such numbers
and upon such terms as may be agreed
upon by the respective military, naval
and air authorities.

(d) The principle of standardization in
arms, equipment, organization, methods of
training and new developments will be
applied as far as practicable. APpropriate
joint groups will be organized to study
and make recommendations on these matters.

(e) Joint manoeuvres and joint tests
of material of common interest will be
encouraged.

(f) The agreement for the reciprocal
transit of military aircraft and public
vessels now in effect will be continued,
and the military, naval, and air facilities
of each country will continue to be made
reciprocally available to the armed forces
of the other country.

(g) Each country will be responsible
for mapping and surveying its own territory
and will provide maps on the scales to be
mutally agreed by both partners.

(h) In order to develop a Joint Security
Plan, joint groups will be established to
study and recommend to the PJB for reference
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to the two Governments the military, naval,
and air installations, bases, meteorologioal
services, communication services, and
industrial facilities needed, together
with the forces required and tasks or
missions of the same, to insure the security
of both countries. This study will be
revised from time to time. BO

67. The Canadian Government sUbsequently
decided to go along with the State Department's view
that this memorandum should be regarded as a guide for
the planners. During 1~rch it was learned that the
American committee would comprise the service members
and civilian secretary of the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence and the United States Joint Staff Planners or
their representatives. Consequently the Canadian planning
team was enlarged to include the service members of its
section of the Board. Bl .

68. When the Canada-United states Military
Co-operation Committee held its first meeting on 20-23
May 1946, in Washington, an American intelligence document
formed the basis for the resulting "Appreciation of the
Requirements for Canadian-United States Security, No.1,
23 May 1946". This included the following security
concept:

.-...

In the past North America has been
comparatively immune from heavy attack by a
hostile power, due to the geographical barriers
created by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
and the frozen wastes of the Arctic. Technical
developments in the art of warfare occasioned
by scientific progress have lessened this
immunity and portend that it will diminish
progressively. Hence, we are now confronted
with the necessity of modifying our concept
of defence for the United States and Canada.
The principal advancements in the science of
war responsible for this change are:

4: The increased range of application
of destructive power and armed force
resulting from the development of
modern aircraft, amphibious technique,
guided missiles, and advancement in
the technique of submarine warfare.

B. The increased destructive capacity of
weapons such as the atomic bomb,
rockets ~nd instruments of biological
warfare. tl2

Any agressor capable of overrunning Europe would possess
a great superiority in manpower, organized ground and
tactical air forces, and submarines. But the United
Kingdom was the only European nation possessing an
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efteotl~e balanced navy and strategic air force.
Although war was unlikely until the devastation of
Europe had been remedied, the "continued reduction"
of Canadian and American forces would help to improve
the relative ability of a potential aggressor to build
up his forces in the manner necessary to wage a successful
conflict. Moreover, within three to five years this
potent~al enemy would probably develop his own atomic
bombs.,f Continuing, this Apprec iation stated:,

A major invasion of Canada and the United
States will be beyond enemy capabilities for
at least several years and would not be attempted
prior to securing local air and naval superiority.
However, an enemy could attempt a limited
invasion of Alaska, northern Canada or other
positions in the northern part of the Western
Hemisphere for the purpose of projecting
further operations against vital or more
densely populated areas of the United States
and Canada. An enemy would undoubtedly initiate
a vigorous submarine campaign, including the
use of mines, against U.S. and Canadian shipping.
Sabotage of U.S. and Canadian industry on the
largest possible scale would likewise be a
practicable certainty. The introduction of
sp~cially trained sabotage teams by air or
submarine must be expected. Capabilities of
potentially hostile powers to conduct sustained
long-range air operations would be slight
initially, but limited long-range air attacks
are possible. A strategic air offensive against
the United States and Canada would probably
be initiated as soon as suitable means were
available. Pending availability of the atomic
bomb this air offensive would include conventional
type bombing and mine-laying in coastal or inland
waters.

As regards probable avenUes of approach, the APpreciation
stated~

From examination of the polar projection
map on the northern portion of the Western
Hemisphere, it is obvious that no all-land
routes exist for attack on Canada and the
United States. Possible routes of approach
are therefore by sea or air from either the
east, west or north, or combination of these
approaches. The shortest approach to the
northern part of the Western Hemisphere from
the centre of gravity of the world island
(Eurasia-Africa) is via the polar cap.
Feasibility of direct assault and entry by
enemy forces from the north is complicated
by logistical problems which render these
operations by any but small forces difficult.
However, it is from this direction that the

*On 23 September 1949 public announcement was made
of the fact that an atomic explosion had occurred within
the U.S.S.R. a short time previously.
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major air effort, including a missiles attack.
would probably come. It is considered that
no world power, with the exception of Great
Britain, has the capacity of a major assault
by sea. It is concluded, therefore, that the
most probable hostile effort would be via
air from the northwest, the north or the
northeast with the last named being the most·
likely approach of an attack in view of its
forming the shortest route from the industrial
heart of Eurasia. The stepping stones provided
by such localities as Spitzbergen, Iceland,
Greenland and the northern Canadian islands
would facilitate such an approach.

It was estimated that "by 1950 the offensive capabilities
of a potential enemy against the Western Hemisphere
can assume menacing proportions".

69· The Canadian-United States Military
Co-operation Committee then began drafting a Basic
Security Plan. An agreed draft was completed by the
Canadian and Americau Joint Planning Staffs, meeting
in Ottawa on 5 June. tl3 The expressed intention was to
provide for co-ordinated action in .the defence of the
territory of Canada, Newfoundland and the United States,
including Alaska, and the protection of the vital sea
and air communications associated therewith, in order
to ensure the ultimate security of Canada and the United
States. The armed forces of Canada and the United
States would have to be prepared to undertake jointly
the following tasks:

TASK ONE: PROTECT VITAL AREAS OF CANADA
AND THE UNITED STATES FROM AIR ATTACK.

TASK TWO: DEFEND THE NORTHERN AREA OF
CANADA AND LABRADOR AND PROTECT THE LAND, SEA
AND AIR COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATED THEREWITH.

TASK THREE: DEFEND ALASKA AND PROTECT THE LAND,
SEA AND AIR COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATED THEREWITH.

TASK FOUR: DEFEND NEWFOUNDLAND (EXCLUD ING
LABRADOR) AND PR OTECT THE 1li.ND, SEA AND AIR
COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATED THEREWITH.

TASK FIVE: DEFEND EASTERN CANADA AND THE
NORTHEASTERN PORTION OF THE UNITED STATES
AND PROTECT THE LaND, SEA AND AIR Cml1MUNICATIONS
ASSOCIATED THEREWITH.

TASK SIX: DEFEND WESTERN CANADA AND THE NORTH
WESTERN PORTION OF THE UNITED STATES AND
PROTECT THE LaND, SEA AND AIR COMMUNICATIONS
ASSOCIATED THEREWITH.

TASK SEVEN: PROTECT OVERSEAS SHIPPING IN THE
NORTHWESTERN ATLANTIC.

TASK EIGHT: PROTECT OVERSEAS SHIPPING IN THE
NORTHER1'1 PACIFIC.84
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70. This Plan was to be placed in effect by
the Chiefs of Staff of Canada and the United States,
''When so directed by" the two Governments. Co-ordination
of the military efforts of Canada and the United States
would be effected by "mutual co-operation except where
unified command is determined to be appropriate". The
forces of each were to be assigned tasks for whose
execution such forces were to be deemed primarily
responsible. These tasks might be assigned in the Plan
or by agreement between the Chiefs of Staff concerned.
Furthe rmore:

17. When operating on a basis of mutual
oo-operatio~, the forces of each nation
shall support to their utmost capacity
the appropriate forces of the other
nation. During such operations, the
Chiefs of Staff of each nation will retain
the strategic direction and command of
their own forces.

lB. Unified command may be established
over any United States and Canadian forces
operating in any area or areas, 0 r for
a particular operation:

(a) When agreed upon by the Chiefs
of Staff concerned; or

(b) When the commanders of the
Canadian and United States
forces concerned agree that the
situation requires the exercise
of unified command, and further
agree as to the service that
shall exercise such command.
All such mutual agreements
shall be subject to confirmation
by the Chiefs of Staff concerned,
but this provision shall not
prevent the immediate establish
ment of unified command by local
oommanders in cases of emergency.

19. Unified command, when established,
shall vest in one commander the responsibility
and authority to co-ordinate the operations
of the participating forces of both nations
by the setting up of task forces, the
assignment of tasks, the designation of
objectives, and the exercise of such
co-ordinating control as the commander
deems necessary to ensure the success of
the operations. Unified command shall
authorize the commander concerned complete
freedom of movement of all forces of either
nation or any service under his command
to any area within his jurisdiction.
Unified command, however, shall not
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authorize a co~mander exercising it to
control the administration and discipline
of the forces of the nation of which he
is not an officer, nor to issue any
instructions to such forces beyond those
necessary for effective co~ordination.

The assignment of an area of
responsibility to one nation shall not be
construed as restricting the forces of
the other nation from temporarily extending
approprj~te operations into that area,
as may be mutually agreed between commanders
concerned.

-l

The above, it should be emphasized, was virtually
identical to what had been written into ABC-22 during
the summer of 1941 (see para 12).

71. Each nation would endeavour to provide the
forces and, within its own territory, the military
installations necessary to implement the Plan. So far
as practicable, the bases, harbours and repair facilities
of each would be made available for use by the forces of
the other. Commanders would be required to establish
liaison and co~operate with appropriate commanders of the
other. Special arrclngements would be made to permit
mutual use of areas and facilities for peace time training,
tests or manoeuvres. Special agreements might also be
concluded to permit the stationing of combat forces in
the territory of the other during peace-time. When
necessary to facilitate common decision and action, both
governments would establish, in the capital of the other,
officers of all services to represent their interests;
furthermore, liaison officers would be assigned to forces
i~ the field. Finally, this Plan was to be subject to
review annually, or at lesser intervals, by the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence. .

72. Early in July 1946 the Canadian and United
States Chiefs of Staff gave their approval. On 24 July
the Cabinet Defence Committee approved of continued
defence planning with the Americans. Similarly the
necessity of establishing sub-committees to undertake
detailed planning was approved by the apprgllriate
authorities of both nations during August.' such
Canadian-American sub-committees soon got to work as
follows:

1. Sub-Committee on Air Interceptor and
Air Warning System.

Sub-Gommittee on Navy Air Striking Force.

Communications for Defence.

4. Sub-Committee on Air Navigation Aids
fpr Defence
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5 • Sub-Committee on Air Photography, Mapping
and Charting for Defence.

• 6. sub-Committee on Strategic Information.

7· Arctic Tests and Experience for Defence.

B. Sub-Committee on Meteorological Service
for Defence.

9· sub-C ommittee on Anti-Submarine Measures.

10. Sub-Committee on Anti-Aircraft Ground
Defence.

11., Sub-Committee on Army Air Mobile Striking
Force.

12. Sub-Committee on Strategic Air
Reconnaissance.

13· SUb-COmmig~ee on Naval Convoy and
Routing.

73. On 20 November 1946 the question of how
much information concerning tQis defence planning should
be made available to United Kingdom authorities was
discussed by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. The
United States members felt that there would be no
objection to passing along the general gist of the
planning then in progress. "Moreover, in fields where
cooperation with the United Kingdom is essential, such
as anti-submarine'convoy and routing, and the defence
of Newfoundland and Labrador, there was no objection
to passing on considerable detailed information. It
was thought, however, that it would not be in the general
interest and might even cause some confusion to arise
if details of projected plans for North American defence,
with which the U~ited Kingdom had no functional concern,
were passed on". 7 Since the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence was merely a consultative body, however, the
senior United States Army and Navy members undertook
to obtain a ruling in Washington.

(ii) Recommendation of 20 November 1946

74. During the course of its 55th meeting,
held at Ottawa on 29 April 1946, the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence decided to substitute the following
for its First Recommendation of 26 August 1940:

Subject to the national policies of
the two governments, there shall be a free
and comprehensive exchange of military
information in so far as it affects the
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security of the two countries, the circulation
of which shall be subject to such restrictions 88
as may be specified by the originating country.

The Board then proceeded to make a 35th Recommendation,
to provide for continued close co-operation in peace-time
between the armed forces of Canada and the United States.
At the instance of the United States section, which
considered it desirable that certain principles should
be incorporated governing the carrying out of joint defence
projects in the future, an amendroent was offered to the
next meeting on 19-20 September.~9 After receiving an
official blessing in both Ottawa and Washington, this was
accepted at the 57th meeting held in Montreal on 19-20
November, 1946. Commonly known as the "Recommendation
of 20 November 1946", it read as follows:

In order~ make more effective provision
for the security of the 'northern part of the
western hemisphere, Canada and the United States
should provide for close cooperation between
their armed forces in all matters relating
thereto, and in particular, through the following
measures:

(a.) Interchange of personnel between the
armed forces of both countries in such
numbers and upon such terms as may be
agreed upon from time to time by the
respective military, naval and air
authorities.

(b) Adoption, as far as practicable, of
common designs and standards in arms,
equipment, organization, methods of
training and new developments to be
encouraged, due recognition being given
by each country to the special
circumstances prevailing therein.

(c) Cooperation and exchange of observers
in connection with exercises and with
the development and tests of material
of common interest to the armed services
to be encouraged.

(d) Reciprocal provision by mutual
arrangement between the Governments
of its military, naval and air
facilities by each country to the armed
forces of the other country. Each
country shall continue to provide
reciprocally for transit through its
territory and territorial waters
of military aircraft and public
vessels of the other country.
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(e) Subject to any special arrangement
which may be entered into, each
country will be primarily responsible
for the mapping of its own territory
and for the provision of maps in
accordance with agreed needs.

(f) In time of peace certain principles
shall govern the joint construction
or maintenance of military projects,
the carrying out of joint tests or
exercises and the use by one country
of military facilities in the other
country, when such activities have
been approved by the appropriate
authorities of both governments,
and these principles should be applied
on a reciprocal basis as follows:

(i) Military projects or joint tests
or exercises undertaken within
the territory of one country,
or the territory leased by
one country, should be under
the supervision of that country.

Military projects, tests or
exercises, agreed to by both
countries, whether jointly
conducted or not, are without
prejudice to the sovereignty
of either country, confer no
permanent rights for status
upon either country, and give
only such temporary rights or
status as are agreed upon by
the appropriate authorities of
the two countries in authorizing
the projects, tests or exercises.

(iii) Public information in regard to
military projects, tests or
exercises, jointly conducted or
conducted by one country in
the other country, or in the
territory leased by it, should
be the primary responsibility
of the country whose territory
is utilized. All public
statements on these subjects
shall be made only after mutual
agreement between the appropriate
authorities of the two countries.

In discussing the interpretation of the
words "by mutual arrangement between the
Governments" in SUb-paragraph (d) above, it
was the view of the Board that this represents
a continuation of present policy under which
such arrangements may be delegated to appropriate
service authorities.~O
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75. When the Cabinet Defence Committee had
met on 13 November to discuss defence matters and estimates
for the coming year, Prime Minister King stated that he
had discussed certain matters of interest to Canada and
the United States with President Truman in Washington on
28 October. In consequence of a SUbsequent "oral message",
inter-governmental conversations would be held shortly
in Ottawa. Therefore Mr. King wished to be briefed by
the Chiefs of Staff as to the present state of Canadian
American defence planning and the general strategical
situation. The Chief of the Air Staff (Air Marshal R.
Leckie) stated that he did not altogether share the
American view that an aggressor would attempt to neutralize
the war potential of the North American Continent before
embarking on a programme of expansion elsewhere. He
felt that any attacks would be of a diversionary nature,
which would not warrant the establishment of an elaborate
defence scheme employing Canadian resources in a static
role. Thus, although the Basic Security Plan's most
important detailed appendix on air defence had not yet
been completed, he was concerned about the extent of the
proposed undertakings and their financial implications,
feeling that it would be preferable to adopt measures of
more modest proportions. The Chief of the General Staff
(Lieutenant-General C. Foulkes) agreed that any attempts
to provide complete protection against sporadic raids
would not be justified. But General Foulkes felt that it
was important to keep in mind that the continent was no
longer free from the possibility of attack. Furthermore,
realistic planning should provide the means for offensive
action as well as for static defence. Finally the
British assessment of the risk to North America did not
materially differ from the American intelligence upon
which the Joint Appreciation had been primarily based.
The Chief of the Naval Staff (Vice-Admiral H. Reid)
conceded that the naval role was of lesser importance 
defence of coastal waters and escort duties in both the
Atlantio and Pacifio approaches. (The Royal Canadian
Navy would also be capable of providing a force to co
operate, as the occasion required, with the rlritish and
American navies.) UndOUbtedly anti-submarine measures
would constitute the most important and difficult naval
task, but it was not yet clear what means would prove
most effective. 91 On 15 November the Cabinet discussed
these matters. It was agreed that while general endorsement
could be given to the principle of joint defence planning
with the United States, there could be no concurrence in
the Joint Appreciation pending the outcome of discussions
between the two governments. 92

76. These informal talks were held in Ottawa
on 16-17 December. While non-committal and exploratory
in nature, they served to dispel any impression that
Canada was reluctant to undertake practical defence
measures in co-operation with the United States. Further
more, they indicated that the scale and urgency of the
military undertakings visualized by the United States
were rather less than the Canadians had been led to
anticipate. In discussing the extent to which preliminary
joint defence measures in the north could be carried out
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under civilian auspices, the American representatives
mentioned certain immediate undertakings which already
had been or would shortly be proposed. These included:

(a)

(b)

projects related specifically to the air
defence scheme (research on air warning
equipment, survey of airfield sites,
maintenance of airfields which might
otherwise be abandoned and training for
air defence duties); and

projects related to general planning
(mapping prograwme, weather coverage,
Loran programme and joint tests at
Churchill. 93

•(

No agreement was sought as to the proportion of cost to
be borne by each country, but it was suggested that the.
annual implementation programmes might be examined
jointly by the appropriate financial authorities. There
was general agreement that some publicity would have to
be given to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence's
"Recommendation of 20 November 1946", and notification
sent to the Secretary General of the United Nations. As
regards keeping the United Kingdom advised of Canadian
American defence plans, the United btates representatives
took the view that no formal agreement was necessary and
that the policy suggested at the 19-20 November meeting
of the Permanent Joint Doard on Defence would be
satisfactory (see para 73).

77. On 9 January 1947 the Cabinet Defence
Committee agreed that the Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs should draft a public statement.94
On 16 January the Cabinet officially approved the
"Recommendation of 20 November 1946". On 12 February
the Prime Minister read the agreed statement to the House
of Commons. President Truman issued an identical
statement in Washington. Although merely a watered down
version of what was being contemplated, the principles
enumerated are worth quoting:

(1) Interchange of selected individuals
so as to increase the familiarity of each
country's defence establishment with
that of the other country.

(2) General cooperation and exchange of
observers in connection with exercises
and with the development and tests of
material of common interest •

(3) Encouragement of common designs and
standards in arms, equipment, organiLation,
methods of training and new developments.
As certain United Kingdom standards have
long been in use in Canada, no radical

. ~hange is contemplated or practicable

*Long range aid to navigation (see para 104).
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and the application of this principle
will be gradual.

(4) Mutual aid and reciprocal availability of
military, naval and air facilities in each
country; this principle to be applied as
may be agreed in specific instances.
Reciprocally each country will continue to
provide, with a minimum of formality, for
the transit through its territory and its
territorial waters of military aircraft and
public vessels of the other country.

(5) As an underlying principle all cooperative
arrangements will be without impairment of
the control of either country over all
activities in its territory.~5

Mr. King stated further that:

No treaty, executive agreement or contractual
obligation has been entered into. Each country
will determine the extent of its practical
collaboration in respect of each and all of the
forgoing principles. Either party may at any
time discontinue collaboration on any or all of
them. Neither country will take any action
inconsistent with the charter of the united
nations. The charter remains the cornerstone
of the foreign policy of each.

An.important element in the decision of
each government to authorize continued
collaboration was the conviction on the part
of each that in this way their obligations under
the charter of the united nations for the mainte
nance of international peace and security
could be fulfilled more effectively. Both
governments agree that this decision is a
contribution to the stability of the world
and to the establishment through the united
nations of an effective system of world wide
security. With this in mind each government
has sent a copy of this statement to the
secretary general of the united nations for
circulation to all its members.

78. In his further comments Mr. King emphasized
that his Government considered the United Nations Charter
to be the "cornerstone of the foreign policy" of both
countries; but much progress had still to be made before
a system of international security should become
effective.96 Mr. King suggested that there was a parallel
of long standing in the relationships between members
of the British Commonwealth:

Without formal agreements between governments,
we have had working arrangements with the
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United Kingdom and other commonwealth countries
for the interchange of personnel, the exchange
of observers, and so forth. The similar
arrangements envisaged between Canada and the
United States in no way interfere with or
replace our commonwealth connections in matters
of defence training and organization. Given
the geographical position of Canada. it is
important that measures of cooperation should
be undertaken both with the United States and
the United Kingdom.

Mr. King denied that the United States had asked for
bases in the Canadian North. Although an enemy might
now come from the north, and Canada's defence forces
must be experienced in Arctic conditions, "our primary
objective should be to expand our knowledge of the north
and of the conditions necessary for life and work there
with the object of developing its resources". Canada's
northern programme, according to the Prime Minister,
was "primarily a civilian one to which contributions are
made by the armed forces".97

79· In a feature article of 5 March 1947,
however, E. Zhukov informed Pravda's readers that no
formal Canadian-American treaty had been signed because
it was wished to avoid publicity as do all "agreements
directed to the detriment jf oeace ••. the more so when
they contain secret clauses and supplementsll.98 Ridicule
was heaped on the argument that "Canada' B northern
programme is inspired merely by an attraction for learning
of topography and -meteorology, merely by a SUdden love
which had flamed up for geography of t he north". Th-e
future of Canadian-American and Anglo-Ganadian relations
merited special attention, this article continued,
because Canada was now within the military (as well as
the political and economic) orbit of the United States.
If Canada was still a connecting link between the United
Kingdom and the United States, as claimed editorially
by The Times (London, England), then Britain must be a
participant in the Agreement, which must really be an
Anglo-American Military Agreement.

(iii) The Visiting Forces (United States of America)
Act, 1947.

80. Since the Order in Council promUlgated
under the authority of the War M-easures Act to legalize
the status of United States Forces serving in Canada
was due to expire on 1 April 1947, new legislation was
drafted and submitted informally to American authorities
for comment before being introduced into the House of
Commons on 23 May.99 In answer to questions raised
during the debate on the second reading of the bill on
4 June, Hon. Louis S. St. Laurent, Secretary of State
tor External Affairs, gave the following explanation:
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The provision to be made is that when
United States forces are present in Canada
the service courts and service authorities
of those forces may exercise within Canada,
in relation to members of those forces, all
such powers as are conferred upon them by
the laws of their own country; but not to the
exclusion of the exercise by the ordinary
authorities in this country of our own laws,
and not to the excl'lsion of the rights of any
person over whom they attempt to exercise
that authority to apply to our own courts to
determLne whether or not he is a member of
their forces.

_This bill is to be concerned only with
United States forces present in Canada with
the consent of the Canadian government.
United States forces present in Canada without
the consent of the government would be
committing an unfriendly act. This bill
will have no application to civilians, or
to any others than members of an organized
unit of the United States present in our
country with the consent of the Canadian
authorities.

That is the same situation which had to
be dealt with, 0 .. which it was felt should
be dealt with by the Visiting Forces (British
Commonwealth) Act of 1933. Prior to that act,
any group of persons from another part of
the commonwealth could come here; there was
nothing to prevent their coming here. But
there was no right of anyone conducting such
a party to exercise any authority in this
country over the members of the party he was
conducting. It was for that reason that the
Visiting Forces (British Commonwealth) Act
of 1933 was enacted ... so that those officers
could exercise here the powers which they
would have over the same men in their own
country, but not to the extent of preventing
Canadian authorities from dealing with them
while they are here in accordance with the
laws and procedure of our own Canadian
administration. And it is the same thing,
in substan8e, that is contained in this
bill .••• 10

81. The Prime Minister's statement of 12
February on future Canadian-American defence policy
and collaboration had been couched in such generalities
that members of the opposition in the House of Commons
could not offer any constructive criticism of this
bill. Even Major-General G.R. Pearkes (Nanaimo), was
able to contribute nothing to the debate. His remarks
indicate that he laboured under the delusion that there
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was "a joint plan of Canada, the United States and Great
Britain".lOl As a result critioisms had to be limited
to the faot that foreign troops, in uniform, would be
stationed ~n Canadian soil in peaoe-time. The bill
reoeived its third reading on 9 June, and royal assent
on 27 J'une as 11 George VI, Chap. 47.

Ch'} Implementation of Security Plans

82. During the early winter of 1947 the Chiefs
ot Staff Committee began to devote serious attention to
the following recommendation advanced by the Canada
United States Military Co-operation Committee:

that the appreciation and maic security
plan (with appendioes) should not be
treated as doouments which require
acceptance (or rejeotion) by the govern
ments; the basio security plan to be
regarded as a joint' defence plan designed
to ensure the securi ty of the North
Amerioan continent agreed between the
Canadian and United States Chiefs of
Staff; and

that the Ohiefs of Staff Comm1 ttee (with
appropriate civilian officials) be
responsible for recommending the degree,
sequeno e end rate of implementation of
the agreed plan, suoh "implementation
progmmmes" to be su bmitted from timl} to
time for decision by the government. 102

In explanation, Lt must be understood that the Canada-
Uni ted States Basic Security Plan (oomplete wi. th
appendioes) was a "war plan" whioh might be plaoed in
effect by the two gov6rnments upon the outbreak of
hostilities, or in antioipation thereof. It listed the
manpower and facilities v.hich should be available and the
Clrganization necessary to meet an emergenoy. The resouroes
shown as necessary were, in some oases, considerably in
exoess of those tlIen avaUabl.lil but, as was pointed out,
"aooeptanoe of the plan by the Canadian and U.S. authori.ti.es.
lnv(\l:ves no oommitment to provide such resouroes nor,
indeed to take any speoific aotion towards their pro
vision~. Beoause of the time faotor, however, certain
measures would have to be undertaken beforehand. The
partioulars of such measures were embodied in "Implementet1CD
Programmes". These were to be submitted annually and it
aooepted, would be included in the "Defence estimates"
ot both oountries. Actually, the extent ;Jf implementation
ot the overall Plan would depend on the world situation
and would be a IIBtter for, decision by both governments in
the lignt of both military and politioal considerations.
At its meeting of 11 February 1947 the Cabinet Defenoe
CommittEle agreed that this procedure was aooeptable to
the Canadian Government. The Chiefs of Staff were
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instructed to have such Implementation Plans consolidated
annually for consideration by the Government prior to
the preparation of financial estimates for the ensuing
fiscal year. 103

83. On 24 JUly 1947 the Canada-United States
Military Co-operation Committee reported that it had
reviewed the "Appreciation of the Requirements for
Canada-United States Security", No.1, 23 May 1946, and
the "Canada-United States Basic Security Plan", 5 June
1946~n the light of world developments subsequent to
their preparation" and "considered that no changes should
be made at this time".104 Efforts would be made to
complete those Appendices still in preparation and
thereafter to review and integrate t hem to the Basic
Security Plan:

Implementation measures through 1949
should be concerned primarily with the
fundamentals of each defense complex - surveys,
research, tests, acquisition of experience,
training of key personnel, - continuation of
mapping and meteorological programs, development
of detailed planning to provide
for rapid mobilization of forces, furtherance
of standardization in arms, equipment, doctrine
and operating pr~0edures. In succeeding
years it may be necessary to provide for certain
installations or to initiate construction
projects which, for logistical reason, will
require early action and protracted construction
periods. l , .

•

As regards implementation of the Plan, the Committee had
recommended on the previous day that the objective should
be completion of the several preparatory measures within
"twelve months after 1951". The whole Plan should be
capable of execution with one month's notice by 1 JUly 1957·

84. During the course of the 60th meeting of
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, held at New York
on 11-12 September 1947, General Henry expressed concern
over the brief time remaining for implementation to be
completed and over the political, legislative, financial
and inter-service problems which remained to be solved.
General Henry's memorandum posed the following fundamental
questions:

(a) From our best estimates, does it appear
that the North American continent is in
danger of serious air attack within the
next ten years?

(b) If so, what date should be accepted as
the beginning of the danger period?
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(c) What measures should be taken between now
and the beginning of the danger period to
provide reasonable security to our peoples
and our great industrial areas?

(d) Will each country seek to implement
these measures as they may be revised from
year to year? .

What will be the formula for division of
cost of implement~tions?lOb

The Board "decided to invite the attention of the
appropriate agencies of the two governments" to General
Henry's memorandum. 107

85· At the Board's next meeting, at Toronto
on 20-21 November, General McNaughton reported the
opinion of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff; "their views
with respect to the auestions (a) and (b) were that a
large scale air attack was possible within the next ten
years; that the capabilities of a potential enemy are
not the only factors to be considered but that probabilities
must also be examined; that it is not possible to make
an accurate estimate at present of when the danger period
will begin; that it is preferable to assess periodically
the likelihood of war when pr~senting implementation
programmes for approval; and that in this way such programmes
may be accelerated or decelerated".lO!J The Cabinet Defence
Committee had agreed that any question of implementation
would be considered by the Canadian Government wherrever
submitted. The members of the American Section ha taken
no similar action, since they considered that partial
answers to General Henry's memorandum were contained in
the Military Co-operation Committee's paper of 23 July,
which had been approved by the United States Joint Chiefs
of Staff. It was then reported that the Canadian Chiefs
of Staff had reconsidered this paper and had approved it
for planning purposes. Finally, the Board took note of
the fact that the implementation of the Basic Security Plan
could proceed only on the basis of decisions made for each
fiscal year in succession and not in terms of a period of
years.

86. Before the year 1947 drew to a close the
Chiefs of Staff of both countries had approved four
appendices to the Basic Security Plan;

Air Photography
Hydrographic Survey
Mapping and Charting
Meteorological Servicesl09

The Canada-United States Kilitary Co-operation Committee
and the Canadian Chiefs of Staff had approved the appendix
on Air Interceptor and Early Warning System, but only
as a basis for long-range planning. The reorganization
of the United States Forces then in progress had delayed
its approval by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington.
Seven further appendices had been approved at the ~ilitary

Co-operation Committee level:
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The Protection of Sea Lines of Communication
Signals Communication
Air Navigation Aids
Strategic Information
Anti-aircraft Ground Defence
Mobile Striking Forces
Strategic Air Reconnaissance

APpendices dealing with Military Intelligence and Command
Relations had not yet been drafted.

87. During the course of t he Cabinet Defence
Committee's meeting on 27 Jan 1948, to review progress
made in Canadian-American defence collaboration, the
suspicion was voiced that Mr. James V. Forrestal,
Secretary of Defense in Washington, might not be "fully
informed" on the subject and aware of the differences
in procedure required in the two countries to implement
the Basic Security Plan. 110 Theretore, on 13 Feb the
Chiefs of Staff Committee submitted a memorandum making
the following points:

(a) that the existing machinery for defence
collaboration was satisfactory but that
it should be kept under constant scrutiny
to ensure that the agencies concerned
carried out their designated functions and
that Canadian representatives were at all
times kept in touch with government policy;

(b) that the Minister of National Defence
address a communication to the United States
Secretary for Defence with a view to
reaching a common interpretation of pro
cedures and a full understanding of the
Canadian position;

(c) that planning has now reached a stage
Where discussion between t he United
States and the Canadian Chiefs of Staff
on the overall strategic concept would
be desirable;

(d) that the policy governing Canadian
participation should be re-considered when
the basic security plan had been completed
and reviewed in relation to the overall
strategic concept. lll

But Hon. Brooke Claxton, Minister of National Defence,
told the other members of the Cabinet Defence Committee
that a formal approach to Mr. Forrestal would not be
necessary, since the Chairman of the Canadian Section
of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence (General McNaughton)
had had satisfactory talks with the Chairman of the
United States Section. The Secretary of State for
External Affairs agreed that it would be preferable to
handle the matter informally. Two Annexes prepared
by the Chiefs of Staff Committee to set forth the Canadian
position might be" communicated informally to American
representatives on the Permanent Joint Board on Defence
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and appropriate planning committees. The first, dealing
with procedures followed in Canada, is worth quoting:

• (a) The only real difference in procedures
between Canada and the United States
appears to arise from constitutional
differences.

•

(b) In Canada, the Chiefs of Staff approve
plans but Canadian constitutional
practice makes it necessary for
Cabinet approval to be obtained,
not only for policy decisions, but
also for relatively minor expenditures
on implementation programmes.

(c) The final authorization, under Canadian
practice, for budgetary requirements
rests with Parliament.

(d) The Canadian Chiefs of Staff approve plans
with the provision that any expenditure
involved in implementation will be subject
to authorization by the Cabinet.

(e) Other factors which contribute to
differences in the approach to joint
defence problems are:

(i) that a large number of Canada
US defence operations and
installations are required to
be on Canadian soil; and

(ii) defence expenditures which are
perhaps small in the United
State are relatively large in
Canada. 112

88. At the 4-6 August 1948 meeting of the
planning element of the Canada-United States Military
Co-operation Committee it was agreed thdt the Basic
Security Plan should be completely revised.' These
planners met in Washington on 7-13 December to draft
an emergency plan for the period extending to 1 July 1950
and to prepare the directives necessary for the work of
revising the Basic Security Plan and programme. 113
Meeting in Washington during March 1949 the Military
Co-operation Committee completed a Canada-United States
Emergency Defence Plan (JI1CC 300/1); based on forces
currently available, it was sUbject to revision but
to remain in effect until superseded. On 21 April
the United Statas Joint Chiefs of Staff approved this
plan. Five days later the Chiefs of Staff Committee
in Ottawa gave general approval; minor amendments of a
service nature would affect only Canadian forces. 114

89· Three reasons seem to have been responsible
for the considerable delays that were to continue well
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•
into 1950 as regards the "development of the Canada-United
.States Basic Security Programme: inability of the United
States Army and Air Force to agree on the problem of
air defence of North America; continued divergence of
Canadian-American intelligence appreciations; and
disagreement as to the constitution of forces required
for the protection of sea lines of communication.
Knowledge that the Russian experiments with atomic bombs
had met with success during t~e autumn of 1949 did,
however, spur the Canada-United States Military Co
operation Committee to greater efforts. At its meeting
of 13-17 December 1949 agreement was reached that the
planning date be ing used in connec t ion wi th "Canada
United States SECURITY REQUffiEMENTS-1957" should be
advanced to 1954. But fresh intelligence appreciations
and exhaustive studies would have to be completed before
the Military Co-operation Committee could complete a
"Canada-United States SECURITY REQUffiEMENTS - 1954".115

90. A Canadian-United States Intelligence
working team was created and shortly produced two
appreciations: one for 1 JUly 1951, designated ACAI. 9
and intended for Use in short term planning; the other
for 1 JUly 1954, designated ACAI 10 and intended for
use in medium term planning. ACAI 9 was used to provide
the basis for estimating enemy capabilities and most
probable courses of action. It was considered that the
enemy's most probable course of action would be a
combination of the following:

Ca) An Atomic offensive aimed at reducing
and disrupting our war-making capacity,
thus diminishing our ability.and desire
to render timely aid to the European Allies.

(b) Sabotage and SUbversive activities on a
large scale aimed at diminishing our
ability and destroying our desire to
render aid to our European allies.

(c) Orthodox employment of all arms aimed at
diminishing our ability and desire to
render aid by diminishing the amount of
that aid or by causing maldeployment of
our forces for North American defense
against a minor threat while the Soviets
pursue their aims against our European
Allies. lIb

91. The Canadian Chiefs of Staff were dUbious,
when considering the Short TeTIn Plan, Whether the Russians
could employ the major portiOn of their 25-45 atomic
bombs most profitably in the initial offensive against
North America. But right or wrong, the Plan need not be
appreciably different: "The maximum material damage and
morale shock, and the greatest chance of operational
success, would be achieved by surprise on D-day".
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There was, however, agreement as to the need to guard
against the possibility of disproportionate foroes being
employed to defend against a minor threat:

The Soviet potential for subversion within
North America and the Soviet oapacity to
launch small scale sporadic attacks of all
arms against widely dispersed areas of
North America give the enemy the capa bllity
of causing seriOus maldeployment of great
portions of our anned forces \vhich should
be used for rendering aid to Europe.

It was decided, therefore, to increase the state of
readiness of available forces, deploy them to afford
proteotion for as many as possible of the essential
looations for continuing a war, and aocept the risks
involved in leaving some critical areas relatively
unproteoted. In particular, the oonoept of defence
against air attack provided for limited defence by a
pre-D-Day increase of the stat e of readiness and deploy
ment of available air defenCe forces best calculated to
afford proteotion for the following oritical areas (not
listed in order of priority) of Canada and the United
States:

(a) The Montreal-Boston-Norfolk-Chioago Area.

(b) The Vancouver-Spokane-Portland Area.

(0) The Fairbanks-Anohorage-Kodiak Area.

(d) The San Franoisoo-San Diego Area.

(e) The Oentral New Mexioo Area.

92. In so far as short term planning was
oonoerned, the difference between the Emergenoy Plan then
in effeot (MCC 300/1) and its successor (MeC 300/2), was
as follows:

... it restricts our defensive action to afford
protection for only that limited number of
oritical areas which is wi thin the defense
capabiliti es of the limited forces made available
for the purpose of defending Canada, the conti
nental Uni ted States and Alaska, and in that it
provides for pre D-Day deployment of forces.
Implicit in the Plan is the aoceptance of risk
involved in leaving rome critic al areas largely
undefended. After exhaustive study it was con
oluded that only by conoentrating our limited
defences in five critioal areas and aocepting
risks elsewhere, could we most effectively use
the forces made available. In seleoting the
five areas indicated in the Plan, the MCC
considered the following faotors, separately
and in their various oombinations:
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(a) Soviet most probable courses of action •

(b) Vulnerability of the various areas,
particularly to Soviet air attack.

(c) Density of essential elements of our
war-making capacity within certain areas.

(d) Extent of our own defensive capabilities.

(e) Extent to which defense of selected areas
would indirectly contribute to the
protection of other areas by creating
defense in depth.

3. Despite the improvements in our current
capabilities which will result from implementation
of "Enabling Measures", thi s Plan provides
inadequate protection for our war-making
capacity. In order to increase our capabilities
for over-all defense, additional means must be
made available. In view of the urgency inherent
in the growing Soviet atomic threat, particular
emphasis should be placed on priority provision
of the following:

(a) Improved intelligence to provide a period
of warning.

(b) Extension and integration of the Canada
United States early warning and control
system.

(c) Improvement of telecommunications facilities,
particUlarly in Canada and Alaska.

(d) Increased numbers of all-weather fighter
squadrons and bases.

(e) Increased numbers of modern anti-aircraft
weapons.

(f) An effective civil defense system.

93. Although several draft versions of a
medium term Plan had been prepared, disagreement as to
what should be an air defence concept for 1954 had been
the main stumbling block to prevent approval of any of
these as late as 12 September 1950.

(v) Fort Churchill

94. Expediency had been the governing factor
during the middle. years of the Second World War, with
American activities in the northland assuming such
proportions that Canadian control often became, in practice,
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almost completely ineffective. These activities included
the Alaska Highway, dirfields of the N0rthwest Staging
Route and the Northeast Ferrying Route, approximately
60 weather stations and the abortive "Canoi l1 project. 117

95. In accordance with the terms of the
diplomatic notes exchanged on 17 and 18 Harch 1942,
ownership of the Alaska Highway; constructed at American
expense, passed to Canada free of charge on the understanding
that responsibility would be assumed for maintenance, 118
which became a task of the Canadian Army on 1 April 1946.
As a result of agreement based on diplomatic notes
exchanged on 23 and 27 June 1944, Canada paid ~76,811,511.00
compensation for the permanent construction undertaken
for United States authorities at the northern airfields
(including Goose Bay, Labrador to which Canada possessed
a 99-year lease), the weather stations and other
facili ties (excluding "Canol"). WJ:1en tabling these notes
in the House of Commons on 1 AUgust 1944, Prime Minister
King reasoned as follows:

In the first place, it is believed that, as
part of the Canadian contribution to the war,
this country should take general responsibility
for the provision of facilities in Canada and
in Labrador required for the use of Canadian,
United Kingdom and United States forces. In
the second place, it was thought that it was
undesirable that any other country should have
a financial invemment in improvements of permanent
value, such as civil aviation facilities, for
peace-time use in this country.. I am happy
to say that our views on this subject were
understood by the government of the United
States and the agreement which I have tabled
is the result of this understanding. 119

The temporary construction at these locations, such as
barracks and other housing facilities, which had cost
the United States $13,872,020.00, also was relinquished
to the Canadian Government. Since "Canol" had not proved
to be a sound project, having been abandoned by the
United States and partially dismantled prior to the
cessation of hostilities, there was no requirement for
Canada to assume its continuing assets and liabilities.

96. Consequent upon the recommendation by
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence in its memorandum
of 17 January 1946 that "Joint manoeuvres and joint
tests of material. of common interest" should be encouraged
(see para 66), General Henry outlined to the members
during the course of the New York meeting on 21-22 March
the interest of the United States Army in the following:

(a) Setting up a joint arctic experimental and
testing station at Churchill or other
suitable locality;



(c) Carrying out training and testing with
operational air squadrons under conditions
of extreme cold in Canada. 120

•
•

( b)
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Holding joint exercises next winter in
the Canadian subarctic (with possibly five
hundred United States troops participating);
and

•
•

The Canadian members immediately suggested that both
the United States Army Air Forces and United States
Navy might participate in the further tests of R.A.F.
and R.C.A.F. equipment being conducted by the R.C.A.F.
a t Edmonton.

97· Meeting on 9 April the Chiefs of Staff
Committee agreed in principle that General Henry's
wishes should be met, so long as tests were carried out
under Canadian control, but referred the problem to
the Joint Planning Committee for study. It was sUbsequently
agreed that further consideration should be postponed
until the Canadian Government had received the Canada
United States L~telligence Appreciation and the Basic
Security Plan. The United States authorities subsequently
withdrew the request for the holding of joint troop
exercises in the sub-Artic, but continued to press for
the establishment of a joint Arctic experimental station
for testing equipment. 121 Having received authority
from the Cabinet Defence Committee on 24 July to continue
defence planning with the United States (see para 72),
the Chiefs of Staff Committee decided that Churchill
was a suitable locality. The Inter-Service Committee
on Winter Warfare was instructed to produce:

(i) a short-term plan and recommended establishment
for the operation of Churchill on a joint
basis (i.e. the three Canadian Services);

(ii) a long-term plan and proposed establishment
for the operation of Churchill on a joint
basis (i.e. the three Canadian Services).122

Meanwhile the Army was to continue its present activities
at Churchill, instead of terminating them on 1 September
1946 as pla=ed.

98. On 18 September 1946 the Minister_of
National Defence told the Cabinet Defence Committee that
service equipment would be tested at Churchill during
the coming winter; but the scale of the undertaking would
be small, involving the employment of only 560 Canadians
and 100 Americans. The Canadian Army would assume
responsibility for the camp administration, the R.C.A.F.
would be responsible for the operation of the airfield
and associated facilities, while the Department of Transport
would be asked to continue the operation of the radio
range and meteorological services. 125
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99. As regards "powers of command", the Chief
of the General Staff instructed the Commandant of Fort
Churchill in a letter dated 13 January 1947 to issue
the following Order:

Members of the Canadian Army serving with Fort
Churchill are hereby notified that they will
obey the orders and instructions of officers,
WOIS, Petty Officers and NCO's of the RCN,
RCAF, and US Army, superior to them in relative
rank. All such orders and instructions as are
not contrary to Canadian Military Law shall
have the same force and effect as if they had
been issued by a superior officer, WO or NCO
of the Canadian Army and will be obeyed
accordingly. It will therefore be clearly
understood that when Canadian Army personnel
are serving with Fort Churchill in conjuction
with the RCN, RCAF, or US Army, the members
of such Services and force will be treated and
will have over such Canadian Army personnel,
as individuals only, powers of command, (but
not discipline and/or punishment), as if they
were members of the Canadian Army of relative
rank. Similarly, pursuant to orders issued
by the officers commanding the detachments of
such Services and force serving at Fort Churchill,
Canadian Army personnel will be treated and will
have over individual members of the RC', RCAF
or US Army the same powers of command as if they
were members of those forces of relative rank.
Failure to observe the terms of this Order
will render the individual offender liable to
disciplinary action under Canadian ilitary
Law. 124

Upon arrival at Fort Churchill the United States Army
Commanding Officer was instructed by the War Department
in Washington to issue the following Order:

In order that the United States Army Forces
serving at Fort Churchill may work harmoniously
and efficiently with the Canadian Armed Forces,
the following is ordered:

Members of the United States Army Forces
serving at Fort Churchill ar.e hereby directed
to obey the standing orders of the Canadian
Commanding Officer of that station and, in
addition thereto, to obey the orders or in
structions of officers and non-commissioned
officers of Canadian Forces superior to them in
relative rank •

Failure to obey the terms of this order
will render the individual offender liable to
disciplinary action by proper United States
military commanders.

Members of the Canadian Armed Forces have
been issued with like instructions regarding
their relationship with the United States
Army Forces. 12.5
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100. The principal task at Fort Ohurchill during
1947 was the construction of buildings by detachments of
the Royal Canadian Engineers and the United States
Army's Corps of Engineers. As of 31 January 1948 there
were 103 officers, 469 other ranks and 110 civilians
at Fort Churchill, making a total of 682 of whom 501
were Oanadians and 181 Americans. 126 Although it had
been considered originally that accommodation would have
to be provided for 1810 Oanadians and 500 Americans,
experience soon proved that tests could be conducted
by relatively small numbers, which made possible a
reduction in the ultimate Canadian requirement to 1175. 127

As of 15 August 1950 there was actual accommodation for
952 officers and men. Messes, workshops, garages,
administrative buildings, laboratories, hospital and
recreational facilities also had been completed. Two
chapels, a 10-room school for children and further living
accommodation for depen ents were.scheduled. Actual
strength on 1 September 1950 was:

Oanadian Army
Royal Canadian Navy
Royal Oanadian Air Force
United States Army
Defence Research Board,

visitors, etc.
Construction Personnel (in

own temporary accommodation)

(vi) Weather Stations

417
52
95

132

505

982
2183 128

•
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101. On 1 May 1946 the United States Embassy in
Ottawa presented the Department of External Affairs with
a memorandum requesting permission for the U.S. Voeather
Bureau to establish weather stations in the Western
Archipelago in order tQ increase meteorological knowledge
of the polar region.12~ The proposal called for stations
in north-western Greenland and 0n Melville lsland, which
would throw out small advdnced stations, accessible only
by air. It was proposed to establish three of these last
during 11947, as satellites of the station on Melville
Island.'O The Cabinet Defence Oommittee would have
preferred to postpone any action for a year but, since
the two governments tacitly agreed during July 1946 that
joint defence planning should continue (see para 72),
approval was given sUbject to the following conditions:

(a) that the project be recognized as a joint
undertaking carried out under civilian
rather than military auspices, and that
the United States furnish equipment and
accommodation;

(b) that the majority of personnel employed
in the operation be Canadian and, if these
are not available in the numbers required,
that U.S. personnel be used with the
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understanding that they may be replaced
by Canadian as soon as such become
availablej

(c) that Canada should have the right to take
over the installations at any time upon
payment of the cost involved;

(d) that U.S. personnel on the stations be
sUbject to the ordinances of the Northwest
Territories, and that the requirements of
the Department of National Health and
Welfare for the protection of the health
of the Eskimos be met; and

(e) that this authority be regarded as a tempo
rary one, and that. the whole matter be
subject to review in connection with the
joint Canadian-U.S. defence plan. 1Jl

102. On 14 August a letter was addressed to the
Secretary of the Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence seeking permission for the Weather
Service of the United States Army Air Forces to re-open
the weather stations at Padloping Island, Baffin Island
and Indian House Lake, P.Q. and to operate them for a
year or until such time as Canada was prepared to take
over. If necessary, additional facilities would be
provided for the stations at River Clyde and Arctic Bay
on Baffin Island. This letter stated that the U.S.A.A.F.
would continue to provide weather service for .~ingan,

Cape Chimo, Frobisher Bay, Mecatina and Cape Harrison
(Labrador). The request was granted on a temporary
basis for Padloping Island, Indian House Lake, River
Clyde, Mingan, Fort Chimo, Frobisher Bay and Mecatina
on the understanding that Canadian personnel should be
included on the staffs in order to facilitate eventual
operation of these stations by Canada. In addition, the
U.S.A.A.F. was requested to employ civilian rather than
military personnel "as far as possible, if not completely".132
As regards Arctic Bay, however, it was pointed out that
the Department of Transport was already carrying out
observations similar to those requested. But it proved
impossible for the interested American authorities to
hire either Canadian or American civilians for employment
in that isolated region. Although the Department of
Transport was loath to spare any of its own limited
number of trained meteoro~ogical personnel, which were
urgently needed elsewhere, it did make available radio
operating staffs. 133

103. Conditions had changed considerably by 1949
and the situation was discussed in Washington on 25 August
by representatives of the United states Air Force and
Royal Canadian Air Force. These agreed that existing
facilities were .overly expensive134 but the agreement
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reached after further correspondffilce proved to be a
compromise. Although the airfields at Mingan and Chimo
were to be taken over by the R.C.A.F. and placed on a
"caretaker" basis, the U.S.A.F. would leave a small
detachment at each to permit continuity in upper-air
meteorological observations for about a year, pending
availability of trained personnel belonging to the
Department of Transport; responsibility for operating
the airfield at Frobisher Bay would pass to the R.C.A.F.
by 1 September 1950; the combined meteorological and
radio range stations at Cape Harrison and Padloping Island
would be taken over by the Department of Transport in the
summers of 1950 and 1951 respectively.135 This timetable
was followed, to leave Padloping Bay as the only weather
station under American control by the end of 1950. The
United States Weather Bureau was, however, still operating
five stations jointly with the Department of Transport
and also supplying expendable equipment for upper-air
meteorological observations at another 14 ~eather stations
operated by the Department of Transport. 13b

(vii) Loran Stations

104. Following discussion by the Joint Sub-
Committee on Air Navigation Aids for Defence (see para 72),
General Henry presented the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence with a memorandum, dated 14 November 1946, proposing
that six low frequency Loran stations should be established
in the Arctic to furnish long range navigational fixes: 1~7

one station in Alaska, three in Canada and two in Greenland. ~

Canadian approval was forthcoming in March 1947 and the
project was given the minimum security grading "restricted".138
Before the end of that year a north-western chain was in
operation, with two stations in laska (Skull Cliffs and
Barter Island) and three in Canada (Kittigazuit, Sawmill Bay
and Cambridge Bay). Establishment of a north-eastern
chain with a station on Baffin Island and two in Greenland
had, however, been held up because the International
Communications Conference meeting at Atlantic City during
the summer of 1947 had suggested that Canada and the
United States should not use a frequency which might
interfere with European broadcasting. 13Y Sites for a north
eastern chain were surveyed during the summer of 1948,
but no action was taken pending further tests of the value
of the north-western chain as a navigational aid. 140
Meeting in Ottawa on 22 February 1949 the Canada-United
States Combined Low Frequency Committee agreed that even
the north-western chain should be curtailed. Therefore,
Cambridge Bay and sawmill Bay ceased Loran but not other
operations on 10 March 1949. 141 The continuing stations
did provide "otherwise unobtainable scientific data of
inestimable value in the ultimate develooment of a satis
factory long-distance navigation aid" .142 But the results
proved not to be proportionate to thp. costs involved.
Therefore the U.S.A.F. and R.C.A.F. agreed that this project
should be discontinued on 1 April 1950. The U.S.A.F. would
continue with experimental work, but only within the
continental United States.
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(viii) Newfoundland and Labrador

105. . Following the conclusion of the Second
World War, American service personnel had remained at
Argentia, Fort Pepperell and Stephenville in Newfoundland,
in accordance with the Leased Bases Agreement made between
the United Kingdom and United States on 27 March 1941•.
The United States Army continued its forces at the Canadian
leased base at Goose Bay, Labrador with the consent of
Canada and Newfoundland (as provided by the Canada
Newfoundland Agreement of 10 October 1944). Actually no
serious consideration of Canadian-American post-war
relationships towards either proved possible until the
status of Newfoundland should be resolved. By November 1947
Canadian proposals for confederation were being seriously
discussed by the Newfoundlanders and a small majority in
favour of confeieration with Canada was secured in the
second referendum held on 22 JUly 1948. Following
satisfactory direct Canada-Newfoundland discussions, the
British Parliament passed the British North America Act, l?"
necessary to make this union possible. On 1 April 1949
Newfoundland became a province of Canada.

106. At its meeting of 2-8 January 1950 the
Permanent Joint Board on Defence discussed the future
status of the American servicemen and dependents stationed
at the leased bases, in view of the Canadian Government's
request for modification of the Bases agreement. 143 There
was further discussion at the next meeting, held at
Montreal on 28-30 March, when proposals were advanced as
regards taxation, customs and excise exemptions, military
postal facilities and the question of legal jurisdiction.
With regard to this last thorny topic, the Canadian
Section proposed appliCation of the Visiting Forces
'lUnited States of America) Act "on the understanding that
~an arrangement be ma e with the Provincial authorities
"under which members of the U.S. Foroes shall normally be
left to be dealt with by U.S. Service oourts, particularly
in cases in which residents of Canada and Canadian property
are not affected" .144 Cases involving Canadian residents
and Canadian property WOUld, however, have to be the
SUbject of painstaking legislation.

107. On 30 March the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence agreed on a detailed Recommendation. This was
noted with approval by the Cabinet Defence Committee
on 25 April, but two days later the Cabinet indicated that
formal approval would not be given until the necessary
legislation was drafted. On 1 August the President of
the United States approved the recommendations. Canadian
drafts of the legislation necessary to effect the desired
changes were shown informally to the United States Section
of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence during February
1951.1.45
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(ix) Combined Exercises and Training

108. Actually only one exercise was conducted
for the armies and air forces of both countries during
the period 1945-1950. This was Exercise "SWEETBRlAR",
held along the North-West Highway System between Whitehorse
(Yukon) and Northway (Alaska) during 13-23 February 1950
to develop procedures, doctrine and technique for combined
Canadian and United States forces operating in the Arctic.
Combat Team "A" was provided by units of the Fifth U.S. Army,
while Combat Team "B" was built around Princess Patricia's
Canadian Light Infantry. But, beginning with the winter
of 1947-1948, Canadian observers attended the United States
Army's cold weather programme in Alaska. 146

109. During its meeting at Churchill on
19 February 1947 the Permanent Joint Board on Defence
recommended that, as a reciprocal application of the
Recommendation of November 20, 1946, arrangements should
be made for the use of United States facilities, climate
and topograf~~ to train Canadian personnel in amphibious
operations. ., During the autumn of 1947 a Canadian Army
cadre of nearly 40 officers and N.C.Os. (in two groups)
received amphibious training at the Little Creek~ Virginia,
school of the Amphibious Training Command, Atlantic Fleet,
U.S.N.14~ During November 1948 two platoons of The Royal
Canadian Regiment and one platoon of the Royal 22e Regiment
commenced five months training in amphibious warfare at
Little Creek; the final phase was participation in an
amphibious landing on Vieques in the Caribbean during a
March 1949 Atlantic Fleet Command Exercise. 149

110. Plans for joint Canadian-American naval
amphibious training exercises in the far north resulted
in what were really American operations, since the Royal
Canadian Navy was bUSy with its destroyer modernization
programme. 150 Exercise "NORAMEX" held on the Labrador
ooast during October-November 1949 reqUired one heavy
cruiser, one escort aircraft carrier and six destroyers
of the United States Navy to support the landing of a
reinforced battalion of U.S. Marines; but only H.M.C.S.
Haida could be made available in a gunfire support role. 151

111. From time to time and after clearance had
been arranged with the Canadian Chiefs of Staff, ships
of the United States Navy cruised in northern waters: to
train personnel and test equipment and material in Arctic
conditions; to observe geographical, navigation and aviation
conditions; to take supplies to isolated weather stations;
and to conduct such other scientific investigations and
services as were desired by other government agencies. 152
American submarines assisted in the anti-submarine training
of the Royal Canadian Navy, whose ships also participated
in United States Navy training exercises. Similar navel
training was car~ied out with units of the Royal Navy.153
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112. During June 1949 regular and reserve squadrons
of the R.C.A.F.'s new Air Defence Group participated in
United States Air Force Exercise "BLACK JACK" to test the
air defence system of the north-eastern United States. 154
SUbsequently an agreement was made whereb~ exercises should
be conducted from time to time to test the ability of the
R.C.A.F. reserves and United States Air National Guardsmen
to integrate forces in the event of an emergency. The
first of these, Exercise "METROPOLIS"~ took place in the
New York City area on 22-23 October. l /5 Four Vampires of
No. 442 (Reserve) Squadron, R.C.A.F. and one radar (AMES 11)
based at Sea Island participated in Exercise "DRUMMER Boyn,
.conducted in the Vancouver-Seattle area during 4-14 October
by Air Defense Command of the U.S.A.F. to test the air
defences of the north-western United States of America. 156

(x) Exchange of Officers

113. The November 1945 meeting of the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence was informed that the Canadian
Chiefs of Staff would like to see developed the practice
of interchanging Canadian and American officers within
selected positions. Such a practice would promote within
the respective Services a better knowledge and understanding
of the two countries and would be particularly valuable in
such matters as the development and use of weapons,
logistics, communications and organization. Some exchanges
had been made during wartime but it was felt that these
should now ~o forward on a carefully planned basis.157
This idea was accepted and incorporated in the discussions
which led to the Board's Recommendation of ~o November 1946.
The Board's subsequent views were embodied in the
instructions issued to exchange officers during the spring
of 1947: "officers attached to the Armed Forces of either
country should under no circumstances forward official
reports to the service departments of their own country
without keeping the commanding officers of the units to
which they are attached fully informed of the subject
matter of such reports.,,158

114. Due to a shortage of personnel the Royal
Canadian Navy was unable immediately to exchange officers
with the United States Navy. But eight officers were
selected to act as observers during the spring exercises
of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet and U.S. Pacific Fleet. one
American naval officer was, however, immediately loaned
to the R.C.N. Signal School as an instructor. 159 The aim
of the Canadian and United States armies was to exchange
approximately 20 officers, whil~ the two air forces
approved 19 exchange postings.lbO

115. By March 1949 the exchange situation was
as follows. A United States Navy commander was holding
the appointment of Deputy Director of Naval Aviation at
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Naval Service Headquarters in Ottawa, while two communications
officers were exchanged for two Canadians serving with
COMSUBLANT and CINCLANTFLT [i.e. Commander, Submarine Force,
United States Atlantic Fleet and Co~nder-in-Chief, United
States Atlantic Fleet respectivelyJ.lbl There were
15 United States Army officers on exchange duty in Canada
and 21 Canadians on similar assignments in the United
States. lb2 Twelve R.C.A.F. officers were integrated into
the American services, ten in staff appointments and two
on flying duty. p~ equal number Of U.S.A.F. officers were
covering off R.C.A.F. positions.lb3 On the other hand,
the U.S.A.F. personnel stationed in Canada (inclUding
Newfoundland) totalled 440 officers, 2299 enlisted men and
2306 civilians, with the greatest number of these belonging
to the Ai~ Transport Service or Airways Communication
Service .lb4

116. During the period 4 March-14 June 1949
there were 52 officers and 94 other ranks of the Canadian
Army attending courses in the United States. Five U.S·
Army officers were attending courses held in Canada. 165
One officer of the Royal Canadian Navy was attending the
Submarine School at New London, Connecticut, while 12 R.C.A.F.
officers had recently completed training at the U.S. N~vy's

Anti-Submarine Warfare School, San Diego, Oalifornia. 16b'
Other Canadian Naval and Air perso~el were attending courses
designed to fit in with the standardization procedures being
worked out by the United States, United Kingdom and Canada
(see paras 136-142).

(xi) Procurement in the United States

117. During the course of its meeting in New York
City on 11-12 September 1947 the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence "noted with concern" the difficulties hindering
Oanadian procurement of arms, munitions and materiel in
the United States. Although obviously a necessary corollary
to existing defence arrangements, the United States was
legally able to make available to Canada only those items
which had been declared technically surplus to the needs
of its own armed forces. For example, negotiations had
been going on since February 1947 for the procurement of
certain spare parts for the American tanks actually acquired
by Canada only a short time earlier. 167

118. The Board reverted to this subject, during
the course of its meeting on 3-4 June 1948, when the
"unanimous and strong conviction" was expressed that the
"difficulties preventing Canada from procuring weapons,
munitions and materiel from the United States constitute
the greatest single obstacle obstructing satisfactory
progress in the implementation of U.S.-eanadian defence
arrangements".16tj There were a great many specific items
urgently required and Canada was ready to pay for them.
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As on the previous occasion, however, the Chairman of the
United States Section could only repeat that efforts were
being ml:lde "at the highest level" to obtain ameliorating
legislation by Congress. At the next meeting, held on
19-20 August, he reported that the Board's recommendation
had been submitted formally to the Secretary of State and
to the Secretary of Defense. Unfortunately, however, the
necessary remedial legislation had failed to pass during
the last session of Congress. Furthermore, the one channel
of partial procurement -- surplus property disposal --
had been closed on 30 June 1948. Thus there was no means
whereby Canada could procure from the United States
Government even the necessary maintenance supplies for
its existing stock of weapons and equipment. lb9

119. The brief presented by the Canadian Section
at the next meeting, held at Montreal on 16-17 December 1948,
argued that a large portion of the standard U.S. armament and
equipment already held by Canadian forces was no longer
usable due to lack of spare parts. Further steps towards
standardization were being hampered. Where the United
States was the only available source of supply, purchase
through government sources was necessary because:

(a) Where the equipment is manufactured in
arsenals or workshops of the U.S. Services,
the U.S. Government is the only possible
channel of supply.

(b) It ~ould frequently be impossible ~or
Canadian requirements to be met by direct
purchase from the U.S. manufacturer until
the full requirements of the U.S. Services
had been met. This would seriously affect
any standardization of training or operations
oonsidered necessary by PJBD.

(0) In the case of direct purchase from the
manufacturer, the latest modifications
required by the U.S. Armed Forces would not
necessarily be known to the Canadian
authorities or applied to Canadian orders.
As a result, Canada might frequently obtain
equipment that is already obsolescent or
below the standards used by the U.S. Services.
This, again, would seriously affect the program
of standardization.

(d) There is the added possibility that, in view
of later developments, a manufacturer might
cease production of equipment or parts on
short notice. Under direct purchase, there
might be a considerable time-lag before the
new production would be available for the
Canadian Forces. 170

Purchase through United States Government sources would
have the following additional advantages:

r
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(a) Integration of Canadian requirements with
those of the U.S. under one contract would
result in somewhat larger orders being
placed. The unit cost might be accordingly
reduced in some cases to mutual advantage.

(b) Inspection would be carried out by U.S.
Government inspectors, ensuring an equal
standard.

(c) Modifications would be automatically applied
to all equipment, again ensuring a standard
and interchangeable product.

Thereupon the Permanent Joint Board on Defence made the
-following recommendation:

That long-term arrangements be effected which will:

(1) Permit the military services of Canada to
purchase military supplies, arms, equipment
and weapons of war direct from or through
the U.S. Armed Services at cost price if
the item is neW and at an agreed depreciated
value if used.

(2) Provide that funds in payment of such
supplies, arms, equipment or weapons of war
so purchased revert to the appropriations
of the U.S. Services concerned. l 71

120. Although this recommendation was subsequently
concurred in by the Secretary of Defense, there was doubt
in Washington as to whether it would be advisable to put
before Congress during 1949 a measure relating exclusively
to Canada, in view of the fact thdt considerable effort
would have to be devoted to securing passage of the
proposed Military Assistance Bill to give effect to the
Foreign Military Aid Programme designed particularly to
meet the needs of N.A.T.O. countries (see para 145).
The Permanent Joint Board on Defence was told, during the
course of its 17-18 March 1949 meeting, that the proposed
Military Assistance Bill was broad and flexible enough
to meet the Canadian procurement problem. General
McNaUghton then raised the point of dollar exchange:
since Canada had always paid for its military equipment,
it would be necessary to sell equipment to the United
States in return. A jet engine then in an advanced stage
of development was an example of what Canada would be
prepared to sell. Something similar to the wartime Hyde
Park Agreement of 1941 seemed desirable. This suggestion
found general agreement. The U.S. Army member then
pointed out that a workable procedure had recently been
discovered Whereby equipment could, in a limited way,
be made available to the Canadian Services by transfer on
an exchange basis. 172
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121. Following discussions between "high-level"
authorities of the two countries the Under-Secretary of
State for External hffai~s gave the United States
Ambassador in Ottawa, on 31 March 1949, a comprehensive
secret memorandum which:

( i)

(11 )

pointed out the desirability of U.S. defence
purchases in Canada with a view to ensuring
the most advantageous use of the resources
of the continent and in order to offset
Canadian defence purchases in the United
States; and

included a preliminary list of the military
equipment that could be purchased in
Canada. 173

•

On 3 June the Canadian Embassy in Washington presented to
the State Department an unclassified Aide Memoire which:

(i) explained the advantage to both cOlIDtries
which would result from Canada being permitted
to purchase militarY equipment from and
through -the United States Defence authorities,
and recalled the Board's recommendation to
this effect of December, 1948, as well as the
views recorded by the Board on earlier
occasions;

(ii) indicated that it remains the policy of the
Canadian Government to pay for the military
equipment and supplies that it obtains from
United States sources;

(iii) pointed out that, in present circumstances,
increased Canadian defence purchases in the
United States would create difficulties in
the balance of international payments
between the two countries unless such
purchases were counterbalanced by similar
United States purchases in Canada;

(iv) noted the advantages that would result from
United States defence purchases in Canada
- e.g., more rapid progress in the imple
mentation of defence arrangements and the
development of industrial capacity available
for an emergency; and

(v) expressed a hope that any measures considered
by the United States authorities with a view
to carrying out the foreign military aid
programme will provide provisi~ns to meet
points (i) and (iv) above.

At the same time the Canadian Embassy handed Over a
tentative outline of Service requirements from American
sources for the year beginning 1 July 1949. Because of
other financial commitments this list totalled only
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~20,000,000. But, should the present negotiations be
brought to fruition, Canadian purchases would likely be
larger in subsequent years and/or under changed world
conditions.

122. Passed by Congress on 28 September, the
~tual Defence Assistance Act, 1949 was signed by President
Truman on 6 October. This Act made provision for cash
purchases by Canada of military equipment from and through
the United States Services. It also made possible American
~rocurement in Canada for transfer to third countries
(Le. "offshore" purchases). But nothing was said about
procurement in Canada for the use of United States Services,
indicating that the restrictions imposed by the "Buy
American" legislation were still effective. Meeting at
Annapolis on 11-12 October, the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence devoted considerable attention to the whole question
of procurement. The placing of American orders in Canada
would help to decentralize the defence industrial pattern
of the continent. It was pointed out, however, that
Canada's insistence on paying for equipment would place
her at a disadvantage, since other countries would soon
be able to obtain American equipment merely for the
asking. The discussion was concluded by the following
Recommendation of 12 October 1949:

(a) Policy decisions and any necessary legislative
measures required to resolve the problem be
undertaken as being in the national interests
of United States and Canada because speedy
resolution is patently in the interests of
continental and Atlantic community defence;
and

(b) That the necessities as well as the logic
of the Canadian position be accorded the
fullest consideration in the administration
of the U.S. Military Assistance Program and
the mutual aid features of the Atlantic
Pact. 174

123· On 2 December the United States Munitions
Board was directed to study this recommendation. On
21 April 19,0 its Chairman made a favour~ble recommendation
to Secretary of Defence Louis Johnson. 17, on, May
Mr. Johnson directed that the "Secretaries of Army, Navy
and Air Force, acting through the Munitions Board, develop
a coordinated Department of Defense program for reciprocal
purchasing of military equipment with Canada f or

6
FY 19,1

within the range of 1, to 2, million dollars" .17 The
Chairman of the Canadian Joint Staff and the Special
Representative in Washington of the Canadian Commercial
Corporation subsequently were designated to discuss necessary
procedures with the United States Munitions Board.
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124. General McNaughton told the next meeting of
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence (27 May) that the
Canadian authorities were very hegrtened by this arrangement
for the initiation of reciprocal purchases in Canada and
that it was felt the 2rinciple far transcended in importance
the amount involved.1?7 It is, however, worth quoting the
following exchange between the Deputy Minister of National
Defence, who had attended the meeting, and General Henry
of the United States Section:·

While the projected programme for reciprocal
purchasing for 1951 was very gratifying, Mr. Drury
noted that it did not offer a complete solution
and hoped that it would be possible in due course
to make arrangements under which the U.S. Services
would be free to buy what they wanted in Canada,
providing their purchases were in the interests
of joint defence. His interest in this matter .
was due to a desire for a rational approach to
industrial planning. Production of certain items
in Canada solely with a view to conserving U.S.
dollar exchange sometimes led to. uneconomical
production.

The U.S. Chairman stated that he was in
accord with the ideas expressed by Mr. Drury
but, while these might be achieved promptly in
time of war, under present conditions they could
probably only be realized gradually.17B

(xii) Industrial Mobilization Planning

125. During the course of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence meeting at Toronto on 20-21 November 1947
General McNaughton suggested that "in any programme for
the stockpiling of strategic or critical metals the
possibility of obtaining supplies from Canada should be
seriously considered. Also, the possibility of using
existing facilities in Canada for the production of materiel
required in any joint defence programme should be kept in
mind".179 During April 1948 the Canadian Government was
informed that the United States Munitions Board would be
interested in exploring the Q8ssibilities of collaboration
on industrial mobilization.l~ On 7 June exploratory talks
were held in Washington between representatives of the
United States Munitions Board, United States National
Security Resources Board and the Canadian Industrial Defence
Board.l~l Subsequently, however, the Cabinet Defence
Committe decided that, while it was desirable to have the
maximum exchange of information and co-operation with the
United States, it would be premature to develop formal
liaison until the appropriate Canadian authorities had had
an opportunity to consider plans for economic defence
generally and until a decision should have been made upon
the allocation of such responsibilities between government
departments and agencies. 152
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126. On 1 December 1948 the American Government
proposed the establishwent of a Joint United States-Canadian
Industrial Committee.l~3 On 12 April 1949 this Committee
was formally established by the exchange of notes between
the Department of External Affairs and the State Depal-tment.
During the first meeting, held in Washington on 1 June, it
was decided to add the word "Planning" to the title. The
Joint U.S.-Canada Industrial Mobilization Planning Committee
then established sub-committees to deal with the following:

(a)

(b)

(c )

(d)

(e)

Mechanicdl transport;

Chemicals and explosives;

Non-ferrous metals;*

Administrative controls;

pUlpwooda wood pulp, newsprint and woods
labour.l 4

•

Active investigation was to be carried on by these five
sub-committees and the Joint Committee need not hold
formal meetings more often than twice a year.

127. Mr. Sydney Pierce, Associate Deputy Minister
of Trade and Commerce, explained to the 22-23 June 1949
meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence that
Canadian industrial mobilization planning could not be
self-contained. Although Canada's productive capacity
greatly exceeded her own military requirements, Canadian
factories relied to some extent upon American supplies
of component parts and materials. Thus, in order to plan
intelligently, Canada would require a sound and continuing
estimate of the production demands likely to be made by
its principal allies - the United States and the united
Kingdom.

128. Committee work was slow to get underway but
by the late autumn of 1949 informal discussions were
well advanced. There also had been an exchange of
information and some informal discussion on civil defence,
health resources, abrasives, machine tools, industrial and

- governmllntal dispersion, petrOleum, natural gas and solid
fuels.l~5

129. A second meeting of the Committee proper
was, held on 8 August 1950, in Ottawa and under the joint
chairmanship of Mr. C.D. Howe, Minister of Trade and
Commerce, and Mr. W. Stuart Symington, Chairman of the
United States National Security Resources Board. The
recent outbreak of war in Korea gave impetus to consideration
of the problems of industrial mobilization. The Committee
recommended that studies should be made of the basic

*Actually nine sub-committees were to be established
in the field of non-ferrous metals.
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industrial programmes of the two countries and of the steps
necessary to meet their production and supply problems •
Closely associated with these studies was the question
of regulations pertaining to priorities, allocations and
export controls.l~6 In order to facilitate this work the
Committee prepared the following statement:

The United states and Canada have achieved
a high degree of co-operation in the field of
industrial mobilization during and since the
Second World War through the operation of the
principles embodied in the Hyde Park Agreement
of 1941, through the extension of its concepts
in the post-war period and more recently through
the work of the Joint Industrial Mobilization
Planning Committee. In the interests of mutual
security and to assist both governments to discharge
their obligations under the United Nations Charter
and the North Atlantic Treaty, it is believed
that this field of common action should be further
extended. It is agreed, therefore, that our
two governments shall co-operate" in all respects
practicable, and to the extent of their respective
executive powers, to the end that the economic
efforts of the two countries be co-ordinated
for the common defence and that the production
and resources of both countries be used for the
best combined results. "

The following principles are established
for the purpose of facilitating these objectives:

1. In order to achieve an optimum
production of goods essential for the
common defence, the two countries shall
develop a co-ordinated programme of
requirements, production and procurement.

2. To this end, the two countries shall,
as it becomes necessary, institute
co-ordinated controls over the distri
bution of scarce raw materials and
supplies.

Such United States and Canadian emergency
controls shall be mutually consistent in
their objectives, and shall be so
designed and administered as to achieve
comparable effects in each country. To
the extent possible, there shall be
consultation to this end prior to the
institution of any system of controls
in either country which affects the other.•

l 4. In order to facilitate essential
production, the technical knOWledge and
productive skills involved in such
production within both countries shall,
where feasible, be freely exchanged.
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Barriers which impede the flow between Canada
and the United States of goods essential
for the common defence effort should be
removed as far as possible.

6. The two governments, through their
appropriate agencies, will consult concerning
any financial or' foreign exchange problems
which may arise as a result of the imple
mentation of this agreement. 1S7

On 26 October 1950 an exchange of notes was effected in
Washington by the Canadian Amb~ssador and the Secretary
of State to give formal effect to this statement •
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AI!.:F.: RICAN- BR ITISH-Cj~..!IT_\DIAN

POST-WAR CO-CP'CFL TION

•

130. Despite uneasiness on both sides of the
Atlantic regarding possible action by the Russians,
top levol Anglo-American discussions on military
matters had ceased following the conclusion of the
Second World -./ar. But certain aspects, including
a number of direct interest to Canada, continued to
be investigaLed by committpes of the Combined Chiefs
of Staff, represented in lashington by the British
Joint Staff Mission. 188

131. One of these was standardization.
During January 1946 General Foulkes ur~ed an eAchange
of views "ith the ;'iar Office as to the feasibility
of standardizing small ar~s on a tripartit~ basis
as a starting point. On 29 April the PerFBnent
Joint Board on Defence gave its blessing to the
proposal for Canadian-A~erican standardization. On
30 l.:ay the Chiefs of Staff in (;ttawa receiVE'd a
government-approved recommendation from their
British counterparts that the United Kingdom and
Canada should nake a joint approach to the United
States. But the Chiefs of Staff subsequently decided
that an approach to Iffishington might better be made
at the service level and separately. 189

132. Here the matter stood when Field-
Marshal the Viscount Montgomery of Alamein assumed
the appointment of Chief of the Imperial General
Staff on 26 June 1946. During his visit to Canada
in August-September 1946, he sought and obtained
permission from Whitehall to proceed further than the
mere discussion with Canadians and Americans of
standardization of weapons, equipment and operational
procedures. 190

133. On 9 September Field-t:arshal l!lontl;omery
outlined his vi~ws on the need for tripartite
collaboration in the fields of strategic planning
and intelligence to Prime Einister King, the lI:inister
of National Defence and the Chiefs of Staff in
Ottawa. Mr. King is reported to have replied that
Canada would go to any length to bring about
standardization and that Montgomery might infor~lly

say as much when in ilashington. Two days later
President Truman similarly gave his approval to the
proposals. When appraised of this Prime ~inister

Attlee telegraphed his approval, but did caution
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}'iontgoJ11..ery to avoid any specific oommitrents. During
the Field ~!arshal' s meeting ",ith the United Statps
Joint Chiefs of Staff on 16 Septp~ber agree~nt was
reached that talks should be held on all def~nce

natters. The first l'2eetinll: "'li~ht ell be held in
WB~hington and a planning staff from Canado should be
included. 191

1}4. On 20 October Lieutenant-General
C. Foulkes, Air Vice-~~rshal G.~. '[aite and Rear
Ad~ral C.R.H. Taylor proceeded to London to discuss
the agenda proposed for the forthconing tripartite
conference in Washington:

(a) To explore the possibility of
standardization between the Ar~d

Forces of UK, USA Bnd CDA.

(b) To report on the i~~diate field
of procedur~s for standardization.

(c) To consider the exchange of views
on strategic and t~chnical int~llig~nce

bet'leen the three countries. 192

The result was agreerent that there should not be a
COID"X)n policy for the COl"l,"lOn"eelth and that Canada
should speak for herself at any future tripartite
conferences. Canada '\,as represented in -/ashington
during NoveMber by COmMOdore A.~.G. Storrs, Brigadier
n.J. ~egill and Air COJ'l'roDdore C.R. Dunlap. Complete
agreement was reached on the exchange of inforryation
in the fields of political and technical intelligence,
but probleMS of standardization were too difficult
to resolve quickly (see paras 1}6-14Z).

1}5. Subsequently, the members of Canada's
Joint Intelligence Staff participat~d with the
Combined Intelligence Conrittee of the COMbined Chiefs
of Staff in the preparation of an intelligence
appreciation ABCI-15, which was dat~d 27 Septeymer
1949. It would apyear, however, that Canadian
opinions had carried little weight:

(a) In the Su~narYI Pert I, the Canadian
view was that it was inadequate in
that it stopped at .1 strate~ic

intentions' and omittod any reference
to the caMpaigns and to ~dification

of Soviet capabilities therefro~•
They had felt that the strategic
intentions should je re-exarined in
the li~ht of the caMPaign studies.
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(b) The Canadian representatives had
suggested, and obtained a~ree~ent,

that the use of the expressions
"Soviet Union and its allies" and
.1 the United Kingdoro, the United
States, Canada and tneir allies"
be accepted in the stat~l~ent of the
problen. Lster, however, the United
States anQ the Uniteu Kingdoro exerted
strong pressure to revert to the
earlier ter~ ~Anglo-Aroerican' and
the Canadians were unable to ~et

a~re~nt as to an explanatory note
defining the Istter term. 193

The resulting operational plan ~lC-l09 \rould see~

to have been a purely l~glo-Arnerican effort, like
the original A3C-l of t!.7 ~'8rch 1941. But there was
no need to produce a supple~ntary e~uivalent to
ADC-t!.2, bec~use of the ey.istence of the Canada
UnitRd States Basic Security Plan, 1946 and E~r~ency
Defence Plan MCC 300/1.

(ii) Standardization

136. During the later stages of the Second
j'iorld liar a start had been made in standardization,
particularly between the United Statps and Canada.
In the realm of neteriel, the ite;~ included tire
sizes and treads;' autonotive parts, cOMponents of
tani;:s, a!T!U.nition, wirpless components, fuels and
lubricants. Under the heading of operations there
'had developed coryon radio procedure (R/T) , coro~Dn

security classifications, standard visual signals
and standard for~ of ti~e. During 3epte,ber-October
194) a third Conference of Unification of Engineering
Standards reet in Ottawa, under the auspices of the
Combined Production and Resources Board, and decided
that the standards organizations of the three countries
should ~ke up saroples and conduct tpsts of an agreed
oomposite screw thread. For until there was
standardization of screw threads, no real progress
could be made towards tripartite standardization of
equipment. 194 The Per~nent Joint 30ard on
Defence's Recon~ndation of 20 November, 1946 Made
pointed reference to the desirability of the "adoption,
as far as praoticable, of com~n designs and standards
in arJllS, equipnent, organization, nethods of trainin~

and new developments", and brief !'1ention has already
been Made of the tripartite conference held in
Washington that same rnonth (see para 134) .

137. On 21 January 1947 General Foulkes
told his fellow Chiefs of Staff in Ottawa that no
attempt should be ~de to achieve i~~diate standard
izationj but new weapons and techniques should be
developed on a tripartite basi~ and taken into use
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when jointly agreed. It was th~n sugf.9sted that
standardization steering oow~ttees should be
established, in Ottawa from members of the Canadian
section of the Canada-United states r;;ilitary Co
operation COnL~ttee and in Washington fron members
of the Canadian Joint Staff, to facilitate a free
exchange of infor~ation with the British Joint .
Staff IHssion and the Unit~d States ",:ar and Navy
DepartMents. Neither the British nor Americans were
willing to accept such a joint approach to standard
ization, however, and even in Canada there was found
to be insufficient interest between the Services
to faoilitate a comnon approach. 195

138. On 27 June 1947 a tripartite meeting
of army representatives in 1'{ashington established
a working oom~'ittee. On 23 July this cOr.lJ1'i ttee
issued "PrelirJ.nary Notf'S on Standardization Concept"
as a vasis of agrAeroent to standardize ~teriel
between the United States,. Dri tish and Canadian
arMies. This was approved in Ottawa in its entirety
and SUbsequently published as the "Canadian Plan
for Standardization dealing with ~quip~nt, ~ateriel

and Supplies - I"'l.y Aspects" .. Canadian approval
was also quickly forthco,ung for the working
comMittee's docu~€nt of 6 October 1947 entitled
"Standardization of Certain Aspects of Operetions and
Logistics". 196 Canadian and American representatives
agreed that, prior to ond concurrent ITi th the
standardization of end-ite~s, eMphasis ~lSt ~e placed
on standardization of co~n t~chnical proceJures,
tooling, design and engineering practicAs suoh as
drawing practices, material equivalents, screw
threads, dimensioning and tolerancing. In the field
of materiel a test of Canadian and AEerican proto
types of a "portable, dellPuntable hut" was being
conducted at Fort Churchill by representatives of
both arJllies. The field of "Operations and Logistics"
was divided into five ~~in categories:

(a) Operation Procedures.

(b) Staff Work.

(c) Logistic Procedures.

(d) ~aps and Charts Affecting Land
Operations.

(e) Military Aspects of Civil Affairs
and ~~litary Governnent Procedures. 197

The United States Arrr.y accepted res~onsibility for
detailed exafflination of catpgories (a) and (c),
while the Canadian Arr.y accepted cate~ory (d). Each
ar~ designatFd certain of its exchange officers to
serve as standar~ization offic~rs (see para 113).
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139. Representatives of the R.C.A.F. and
U.S.A.F. ~t in Washington fro~ i9 January throu~h
5 February 1948 to discuss how thp two air forces
might best be able to operate side by side in certain
possible theatres of operations. Certain as~ects
presented no difficulties but others could not be
easily resolved. In an effort to solve these last,
a te:'1Porar~7 steering group was for:.ed in ,[ashington
to supervise the work being attenpted in each
oapital. 198 Shortly thereafter on Air Standard
ization Coordinating Co~ttee was :or~d and by the
end of 1948 there were 49 vmrking groups functioning
under its direction. 199

140. During roughly the sarre period a
nUlTlber of exploratory reetings were held in ilashington
to discuss methods whereby the Royal Canadian Navy
could standardize and collaborate with the United
States Navy. 200 Early in 1949 the ~aval Board
in Otta\la !lIJprovPd in princ iple !l change frOM the
existing system of storekeeping to that used by the
United States Navy. By that tine the Royal Canadian
Navy had s,;itched almost entirf'ly to Al1erican
communioations procedures and was shifting over to
ArBrican tactical doctrines. 201 Tripartite naval
action proved to be considerably slower than that
taken by the three armies but the Combinpd 3ritish
United States-Ca~adian Anti-Sub~Brine Worki~. Group
("CANUI1JS") established in "ashington during
NOVeMber 1948 gradually worked out a standard tactical
doctrine (the R.A.F. and R.C.~.t. were represented
as \Vell as tile three navies). 202 Only durin!?: the
spring of 1950, hO\,ever, was action taken to estahlish
a tripartite naval standardization organization
sip~lar to those existing for the arrnes and air
forces. 203

-141. On 18 November 1940 delegates frore
government and industry of the United States, United
KingdOM and Canada had n:et in hashington to sign an
accord on the unification of the British and Ar.Erican
standard syste~s of screw threads. As soon as revised
pUblications of the Interdepart~EntalScrew Thread
Committee of the United States of Arerica, the British
Standards Association, the Canadian Standards
Association and the American Standards Association
should be iMpleMented by industry, a general inter
ohangeability of threaded products .anufactured in
the thr~e nations would beCOMe possible. 204

e· 142.
neeting of
at Hallfa~

Aocording to the Minutes of the 7lst
the Pernanent Joint 30ard on Defence, held
during the final days of kay 1950:
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The Board noted with particular
satisfaction that the reports contained
many evidences of significant progress,
both in the material and non-material
fields of standardization. It seemed clear
to the Board that the U.S.-Canadian (and
in fact U.S.-U.K.-Canadian) standardization
programme was now firmly established and
was moving forward at an eccelerated pace. 205

(iii) Emergence of N.A.T.O.

143. ~uite aside from the negotiations which
were to result in "Marshall Aid" to assist European
economic recovery, the year 1947 produced the Dunkirk
Treaty to strengthen Anglo-French relations, the
BENELUX customs union of Belgium, The Netherlands
and Luxembourg, and an idea in the mind of the British
Foreign Secretary, Rt. Hon'. Ernest Bevin, that a
Western European Union was possible. Negotiations for
a Western Union were hastened by the communist coup
d'etat in Czechoslovakia and on 17 arch, 1948
representatives of the United Kingdom, France,
Belgium, The Netherlands and Luxembourg signed a
50-year treaty of alliance in Brussels. Concluded in
accordance with Article 51 of the Charter of the
United Nations and predicating aid from the United
States of Am~rica, the treaty could be invoked by
any member state which should be the victim of armed
agression. Despite the subsequent Russian blockade
of West Berlin, implementation of what is known
as the Brussels Treaty Organization continued throughout
the spring and summer. During September a Western
Union Defence Organization was created and Field
Marshal Montgomery appointed permanent Chairman of
~~s Land, Naval and Air Commander&-in-Cc.ief COl'1ru.ttee.

144. Meanwhile, and disregarding Russian
protests, the American, British ani French occupation
zones of Germany had been combined for economio
purposes, on the assurance that the United States
would maintain armed forces there until the peace of
Europe was secured. The idea of associating the
United States with a European defence system had been
enunciated first by Mr. Winston Churchill at Fulton,
Missouri, during March 1946, When he advocated a
military alliance between the United Stdtes and the
British Commonwealth. On 29 April 1948 Hon. Louis
S. St. Laurent, Secretary of State fOr External
Affairs, suggested to the House of Commons in Ottawa
that the Brussels Treaty Organization should be
replaced by an Atlantic defence system which should
includa Canada and the United States. Mr. Bevin
welcomed this Canadian suggestion and Senator Alfred
H. Vandenberg's Resolution, passed by the U.S. senate
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on 11 June 1948, opened the way for conorete negotiation~~
On 21 July it was announced in London that represent
atives of Canada and the United States were partioipa
ting in the activities of the Brussels Treaty
Organization and would soon be represented at meetings
of the Commanders-in-Chief Committee.

145. Diplonatic exchanges oontinued during
the summer and autumn. _orway and Denroerk deoided to
forego a proposed Scandinavian Union in favour of
membership in an Atlantic Group. On 4 A~ril 1949
a North Atlantio Treaty \¥as signed by Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, France, Ioeland, Italy, Luxembourg,
The Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, the Unitpd Kingdom
and the Unit~d States of ~merioa. 206

146. The immediate task was to oreate a
North AtlaQtio Treaty Organization capable of
discouraging Russian aggression. The long term hope,
held partioularly by the Canadian Governnent, was
that N.A.T.O. could contribute ~terially to the
establishment of a North Atlantic Community of free
peoples. 207 Agreement was quickly reached that the
North Atlantic Council should norMaly comprise the
foreign ministers of eaoh member nation and that its
subsidiary Defence Committee, charged with the task
of drawing up unified defence plans, should oonsist
of the defence ministers of each.

147. Although the purely service organization
was to include a Military Committee, composed of one
representative of each and preferably a chief of staff,
the executive body functioning permanently in
Washington was to be a Standing Group representing
only the Chiefs of Staff of the United States, United
Kingdom and Franoe. There seema little doubt that
the British and American Chiefs of Staff would have
preferred to run matters themselves, as they had through
the Combined Chiefs of Staff organization during the
Seoond World War, but France was by far the most
important European member and could not be excluded.
Perusal of the minutes of the Chiefs of Staff Committee
meetings in Ottawa during these months suggests that,
although the Canadian Government and its service
advisers were not happy about developments, their
attitude was lar~ely one of resignation to events over
which they had no control. History seemed to be
repeating itself when General Omar M. Bradley, Chairman
of the Standing Group, was informed in October that
Air Vice-~arshal Hugh Campbell was being sent to
Washington to represent the Canadian Chiefs of Staff. 208
Air Vioe-Marshal Campbell was also to serve as
Chairman of the Canadian Joint Staff, Washington and
principal ~litary adviser to the Canadian Ambassador.
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148. The next step was the establishment
of five Regional Planning Groups:

(a) North Atlantio Ooean - all exoept
Italy and Luxembourg.

(b) Canada-United States,

(0) Western Europe - Belgium. Canada. Franoe.
Luxembourg, Netherlands. United Kingdom,
United States.

(d) Northern Europe - Denmark, Norway, United
Kingdom, United States.

(e) Southern European-Western Mediterranean 
Franoe, Italy, United Kingdom, United
State s. 209

The United states was the only member belonging to
every group. The Canada-United States Group oomprised
the Chiefs of Staff of the two oountries. The
members of the Canada-United States Military Co
operation Committee began to function also as the
Canada-United States Regional Planning Group.
Subsequently. and on the understanding that information
conoerning purely Canadian-Amerioan defenoe information
need not be provided to the Standing Group, the two
bodies physioally merged as the Canada-United States
Regional Planning Group. ~10 This last-named body
had, in addition to the task of planning the defenoe
of Canadian-American territory, two speoial tasks of
reinforcing overseas regions whioh might be attaoked
and supporting and preparing for the exeoution of
the strategio air offensive. ~ll There was no problem
about providing Canadian representation at meetings
in the United States of the North Atlantio Ocean Group.
Major-General S.F. Clark was made Chairman of a re
organized Canadian Joint Staff in London and Canadian
representative to both the Western Europe Regional
Planning Group and the continuing Western Union
Defence Committee,

149. On 1 December 1949 the N.:.T.O. Defence
Committee, meeting in Paris, agreed on a strategio
ooncept for the ., integrated defenoe of the North
Atlantic area". 212 Meeting at The Hague on 1 April
19.50, the Defence Committee approved the first draft
of a detailed four years' defenoe plan (subsequently
known as the Medium Term Defenoe Plan) whioh had been
prepared by the five Regional Plannin~ Groups, the
Standing Group and the Military Com~ttee. Work on
this last had. however. unoovered a laok of 00
ordination vnth other N.A.T.O. agencies -- the
Defenoe Finanoial and Economic Committee and the
Military Produotion and Supply Board, eaoh of whioh
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possessed its own permanent working staff. There
fore, the North Atlantic Council decided on 15 }~y

1950 that a pernanent civilian body should be
creatEd to carry out agreed policies during the
intervals between Council meetinRs. Accordingly,
a body of North Atlantic Council Deputies was
established to meet in continuous session in
Lo"ndon. 213 But the ,I cold war" had changed consider
ably by 25 July, when the Council Deputies met for
the first ti~. One month earlier North Korean
Communist divisions had crossed the 38th parallel.
United States forces now were in action in South
Korea and other members of the United Nations were
organizing forces to assist in resisting this
aggression.

(iv) Canadian Army E~~rgency Defence Plans

150. The Joint Intelligence Committee's
Appr~ciation of possible military threats to the
3ecurity of Canada and the United states, dated
3 May 1946, was used by the Joint Planning Co~~ttee
in Ottawa to prepare a short-range plan "BULL M003E"
covering the period 1 July 1948 to 1 July 1949.
This Plan was discussed by the Chiefs of Staff
Committee on 24 June 1948 and approved in principle.
Mr. A.D.P. Heeney, Secretary to the Cabinet, suggested,
however, that:

The conclusions in regard to the
strategy to be employed and the degree
of Western European resistance which
could be counted on had important external
political implications. They should be
made known to the responsible fuinisters,
in particular to the ~inister of National
Defence and the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, in order that those
responsible for related foreign policies
should be fully aware of the'military
factors involved. 214

151. On 26 July 1948 Brigadier J.D.B. Smith,
acting Chief of the General Staff, submitted to the
~inister of National Defence a memorandum outlining
the Army aspect of this Emergency Plan. This was
based on the assumption that Selective Service and
National Registration would be put into effect as
of ~Day: "without Selective Service and National
Registration, the proposed Plan could not become
operative because of the time factor involved in
overall Allied Strategy". 215 In the event that
Russian preparations for war should be so well
disguised that D-Day might coincide with Ii-Day, it was
essential that all the requirements for mobilization
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should be available beforehand. The forces for
home defence were the minimum and the Overseas
Forces the maximum which the Canadian Army might
organize, train and equip for operations during the
period M-Day plus 12 months. Although extra forces
would be required later, it was considered that the
vital issues, and manner in which the war should be
fought, \rould be determined within that period. It
was e~hasized that this time the troops would have
to be ready to fight as soon as they reached their
destination and that there would be no opportunity
for undergoing additional training. The manpower
required for this first l~ months was detailed as
follows:

(a) Overseas Force - Corps of two
Infantry Divisions, two Armoured
Brigades and necessary GH~, L of
o and base troops, plus 3 months
reinforcements. 127,744

(b) Home Defence - incl Mobile
Brigade Group, AA, Coast Defence
and Internal Security Units. 57,036

(c) Reinforcements under training
in Canada.

(d) Trainin~, Instructional and
School Adm Staffs.

(e) H~ Commands, and administrative
units.

Manpower total

40,000

42,000

326,780

•

152. An adequate training organization would
be an imrediate need. Existing resources of the
Active Force schools totalled only 2350, leaVing a
deficiency of 37,500 all ranks, which could be found
only by a greatly accelerated recruit~ent by the
Active Force. The memorandu~ then warned:

••• unless immediate action is taken
to increase the size of the Active Force
by Selective Service or by some other means,
Canada will not be able to produce her
minimum cOmnUtment in accordance with the
agreed Allied Strategy. Should Canada
(or any other of the countries concerned)
not be prepared to accept the commitments
arrived at on military levels, the agreed
Allied Strategy would be founded on false
premises. It is important to take into
account the fact that with the present
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military resources of the Allies and with
the knowlAdge of the present Russian
strengths, there is in the allied military
opinion no other strategy which could be
developed should war take place in the
period 1 Jul 48 - 1 Jul 49. Any departure
from the agreed military planning could not
be done as unilateral action which might
result in the gravest consequences.

153. Certain important changes were made,
however. before the Canadian Army's Emergency
Operational Plan was issued in Septenber 1948. For
example:

Initially, mobilization will proceed
on a basis of voluntary enlistments· until
such time as a system of selective service
and control of manpower can be placed in
effect. It is assumed that the Government
will initiate some form of manpower control
in the event of an emergency. HO'lever.
any such plan produced at the present time
could not be effective before approximately
six months. It can be assurred that for
the purpose of placing the Kobilization
Plan into execution that manpower will be
available initially through voluntary
enlist~nt and subsequently through some
form of manpower control. c16

Due to deficiencies of major items of equi~F.o~t and
trained personnel. the Plan could not be completely
effective on M-Day; however. it was the intention to
remove such limitations progressively.

154. The roles of the Army (not in order of
priority) were summarized as follows:

(a1 To defend those areas vital to the
national economy of the country in
order to enable the mobilization of
industry and manpower;

(b) To cO"·:lterattack any airborne landings;

(c) To assist in civil defence and
internal security;

(d) To bolster the morale of the people;

(e) To take part in major land operations;

(·f) To occupy and defend base areas;

(g) To occupy vital portions of the enemy
territory.
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The lliobile Striking Force, consisting of an infantry
brigade group capable of being air lifted with
eXisting R.C.A.F. resources, was the counter-attacking
force assigned to the direct defence of Canada. In
view of the large area over which it might be required
to operate, command was retained initially by Army
Headquarters. Five coast artillery regiments and six
independent batteries were to provide for the defence
of ports and bases, in conjunction with the Navy and
Air Force. Three and a half infantry battalions were
to provi·'·e garrisons for these. Anti-aircraft defence
of vital areas would be provided by the R.C.A.F. and
10 H.A.A. and 12 L.A.A. regiments. The defence of
vital points was assigned to l7 infantry companies and
two provost companies. In the more remote areas
Oanadian Rangers were to deal with local saboteurs,
provide guides for organized troops and assistance to
the R.C.M.P. and/or provincial police. Aside from'
its own protection, the Army's role in civil defence
was closely linked to that of aid to the civil power.

155. Regardless of the size of the Field
Force, the Chief of the General Staff would be the
senior officer in the Oanadian Army. In any event,
this Field Force was envisaged as serving under
British, American or Allied combined command. There
would be no need for an intermediate headquarters
such as the C.M.H.~. of the Second Vlorld War, since
the Canadian Liaison Section at Theatre Command
Headquarters would be an advanced element of Army
Headquarters in Ottawa. The Headquarters, Canadian
Oommunication Zone would communicate directly to
Ottawa on all administrative and service details.
It would also have direct command of the Canadian
Base, Reinforcement and Training Installations and
the Oanadian 2nd Echelon.

156. This Plan was SUbject to annual review
and amendments were made when necessary to meet
current requirements. Revision and augmentation
finally resulted in a new Emergency Defence Plan
being issued on 16 February 1950. This bore the short
title ~-EDP 50/1. Once again, however, it was
conceded that all facilities would not be available
on M-Day and that the balance would have to be
developed as soon as possible. Should no serious
threat have developed against North America by D plus
three months, consideration would be given to the
despatch of the Active Force brigade group in the first
flight of the Field Force to the theatre of overseas
operations and its replacement as a Mobile Striking
Force by one of the mobilized brigade groups. Likewise,
certain anti-aircraft artillery units might be
despatched overseas for active employment. 217
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157. As a consequence of the events of the
summer of 1950, however, the Emergency Defence Plan
was drastically revised as of d October (short title
AHL-EDP 50/2) into what was primarily a defence
of Oanada project. 218

CONCLUSION

158. The reader will have discerned from
the foregoing paragraphs that, although the North
Atlantic Triangle still functioned there had been
a shift in emphasis as far as C~nadian defence policy
was concerned. Prior to the Second World War Canada
had been a useful and indispensable hostage to good
relations between the United Kingdom and the United
State~: American security had then depended greatly
on the British position in the world, which in turn
had rested on the maintenance of the balance of power
in Europe. The conclusion of the Second Vlorld War
left Europe in decline, however, and in danger of
being dominated by the armed might of the U.S.S.R. -
unless the United States should assume the role
which the United Kingdom no longer had the wealth or
resources to continue. The gradual American
assumption of leadership of the western nations
naturally led Canada to seek closer ties with its
great neighbour to the south. Although no treaty
was negotiated and as yet actual commitments were
little more than a continuation of wartime arrangement~

considerable leeway was left for the Chiefs of Staff
to advise their respective governments as to what
action should be.taken if an emergency arose. The
British Commonwealth had flourished and survived two
major wars in the 20th Century, without its members
having to commit themselves ahead of time, but it
was apparent by 1950 that this would not be good
enough for North American defence or N.A.T.O. How
Canadian defence policy crystallized and what
commitments were made during the ensuing decade of
so-called "cold war" must, however, be left for later
stUdy.

•
159.
Hitsman •

This Report was written by J. Mackay
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